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PREFACE 

For various reasons a revival of interest in the Hegelian 

. philosophy is upon us. The vagueness and obscurities of Hegel' s 

work provide a playground for eager beaver s to swarm around in 

hallucinatory delight. Gustav Mueller in his introduction to his trans-

lation of Hegel's Encyclopedia surns up in fine fashion the present state 

of philosophy and the need for a return to the Hegelian method. 

There are good reasons for the Hegel renaissance 
in the twentieth century. The so-called breakdown of 
Hegel' s II systerrl" signalized the breakdo\:vn of huxnan 
and philosophical culture, whose bitter fruits we 
have harvested in this century. Hegel requires an 
"inform.6d consciousness ' ! which is just what was 
slipping away frmn us. 

The extrernes which he saw and integrated in· 
himself have becorne n1.ore extrenle; they flew apart 
ill all directions, everyone of tl1.errl in outcr ie s of 
derision and conternptagainst Hegel. 

And ernpty, ana1:ytk forrnalisll1. and L"fltellectualisrn, 
devoid of' all real:i.ty-sense, stands against various 
forms of irrational in~lrnediacies and vitalisrns; a, 
dogmatic and rnoralistic finitism. and in1.patient 
pragrnatic secularisn1. f:i.gl"lts against a revived con·· 
fe s s ionalistic I' eligious fanatic is m which. c onfus e s 
progress ill physical rna.chinery with hUD"lan progress 
is opposed by a desperate " existentialisrn" - the 
voice of despaidJJ.g, isolated SOlll - lost in 
mechanical rnass-·forrnations and abstractions; the loss 
of confidence in himseU, the loss of his hurnan dignity 
has its counterpart in dead and :meaningless routines: 
the clditirtlg aim.les snes s calls for coercion and 
totalitarian paIl.aceas. 
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The nam.e of I-legel in this situation. is a sign of 
courage a:nd wisdom., of hope and faith and love - the 
reaffirm.action of an eternal hum.anism., collected in 
logical self-com.prehension. 1 

In the Philosophy of History Hegel says of his own culture 

that, it Iris essentially con~preI:-ensive and iHm~ediately changes all 

2 
events into historical representations!'. By this Hegel m.eans that 

observers of , Society of his day saw events in an historical context 

and not as isolated events. In our day, not only are we our selves 

overly reflective, but events them.selves seem. to be reflective in that 

they undercut their 0\VTI. significance alrnost in the san"le instant that 

they are unfolding. There is a feeling of uneasiness in 01lT souls when 

we are questioned or question ourselves as to our own comlictior.w and 

involvernent in the bu:tning is sue s of our tiD:1e ,. and 11J.Ust answer that 

we only becam.e concc:\rned just yesterday. Perhaps, out of this 

general atm.osphere, has com.e a generation conditioned to look 

favourably on the Phenom.enology of Mind which features pulling the 

rug out from under at every turn. 

Hegel! s works require a buffer between th.el1J. and the 

student, more so perhaps tb.an any otb.er philosopher. Until now Hegel 

has not received the scholarly exar:oination by English COIT.Lm.entators 

that Kant has. COD:1T:o.entator s have been generally good, but as a rule 

they tend to treat general principles that give the student little help 

in wading through the originalm.aterial. There seeITJ.s to be no general 
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work that introduces the dialectical jargon of Hegel's day in a silnplified 

way to enable one to proceed to a reading of Hegel that will not prove 

entirely fruitless. In this thesis I hope to help in overcolning this 
I 
I 
problem .. 
I 

This theslis is an exposition and does not present any 

critical Inaterial. 

The 'prograITl can'ied out in the PhenoITle?ology of Mind 

is not a new one. It echoes the philosophical quest for Truth that 

Plato carried on. A.ristotle in the De Anim.a and elsewhere expresses 

a genetic developITlent fr OITl lower cognitive levels to higher one s. 3 

Schelling the im.ITlediate predecessor of I-Iegel advocated a syste1"n. 

in which ITlind is shown to arise out of the ooze of: nature. 4 In his 

One could if one wanted to. show that a vague notion 
of philos<Dphy is im.plidt in ordinary thinking. One might 
begin with im.mediate senSUOL1.S perception and appetite, 
and show that m.an is soon driven beyond iITlITlediacy 
towards a feeling and presentm.ent of sOITlethil'lg h:i.gher 
than hin"lself - an iniiTJ.ite being and irrfinite will .. I 
ha:ve fSll<Dwe d this COUT s e in rny Phenom.~.~~l~BY of 
Mmd. 

In this thesis I will :f.ollc;viT Hegel's developITlcnt fJ:om. lower 

stages of :mind to higher ones. Along the v::ray'\:ve shaH ha've reason to 

define certain concepts which chaJ~acterize certain key notions of the 

dialectic. We shall see what iOTrnalism. is and how it'develops out of 

a state of :in"lH1ec1:i.acy. I-legel takes consciousness ":f:COIJ.l the first 
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crude opposition between itself and the object, up to absolute knowledge. 11
6 

I shall not trace the developm.ent to its ultimate conclusion but stop 

at the. end of 1 Consciousnes Sl which constitutes one IYlajor section of 

t..h.e book. This much will suffice to give us a clear notion of certain 

concepts and how Hegel uses thenl .. 



INTRODUCTION 

A general under'standing of central aspects of Kant and 

Fichte is essential for anyone who hopes to understand the Phenomenology 

of Mind. Some attention should be given to the sm'1ilarities and 

differences between Kant's transcendental method and Hegel's 

dialectical method, and an u.nder standing of certain key notions of 

Fichte's dialectic should be helpfu1. 

Kant's introduction into philosophy of the idea of the synthetic 

activity of Tl.')ind, stands as one of the m.ost significant innovations in 

philosoplJ.ical ideas, t1).e repercussions of which we have not yet heard 

the last. Hegel's beHef that higher. forD'1s are more concrete and 

include withhl therll selves the lowel' form.s as parts or rnorrlents 1 can 

best be understood as a derivation of Kant's idea that a concrete 

experience can only' he broken up into abstract parts for the purpose of 

an.alysis and cannot in reality exi~t apart. (These parts by then'1selves 

do not constitute concrete expel"ience; there is no e:A'1)crience with,ou.t 

both intuition and the categories.) Aristotle seem.s to me to have 

operated frorn thjs saIne principle of concreteness and its priority 

2, 
over abstract p8.rts. In respect to the theory of m:J.j:nbe~(' he states: 

l'Al1 these objections, then, and otb,ers of t1-l.e SOl't m.a,ke it evident 

- b d . ] . 1 . l .r ] • 3 that nu:m. er an spaha. m.cigl'nh1.ces cannot eX1S': apart .I.:rOln t.-nngs. 'I 

I 
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The dialectic is not some fantastic invention of the (romantic) idealists 

but has its beginnings firrnly grounded in Kant. Further, the notion of 

evolution developed in Schelling and I-legel y,ras not born O1.1.t of the 

scientHic tradition but is decidedly philosophical. Kant's model, 

treating abstract parts as if they were com.ing together to form 

concrete experience served as a D:l.odel for Hegel's program of 

carrying out a series of deductions from. lower abstractions to higher 

HlOre concrete ones in the dialectic. 

The general feeling of philosophers after Kant was that 

his philosophy lacked unity. Hoffding in his History sums up this 

genenLl vievv. "Totality, the conception of a whole, was felt to be lacking 

in Kant's doctrine; the living unity of the spirit seemed violated by his 

work of analyzing and distingu-ishing; 
4 

II The del' iva [;ion .of the 

twelve categol'ies had been criticized and questioned. Wr:.y sh,ould there 

be exactly hvelve categories, and what relationship have they to one 

another? Hegel interprets Fichte' s work as an attempt tc J:nake Kant's 

philosophy into a unitary science. /' 

Kant's transcendental l'l'lethod shows that what is truly known 

is necessarily known, and that which is falsely clain.l.ed to be known can 

be sho\1'/n to be impo8isible to be knoviTll.. This method takE s a known 

fact and analy;"es out of it the com,ponents that m.ake this :fact necessary. 

Rant starts out hi~; GtXila.lysis with t}i:lC fact ill.at we do have apriori concepts. 

He then asks himseU what condiHon justif.ies this fact. HE ansv;,rer s 



as follows: 

The objective validity of the categories as a priori 
concepts rests, therefore, on the fact thai.:, so far as 
the form of thought is concerned, through them alone 
does experience becom.e possible. 5 

In other words with the hypothesis of a priori concepts the organization 

of the object must be determined by the concepts. Here we see Kant 

still under the influence of the Cartesian tradition. 

Fichte foUows Kant in using the transcendental deduction 

as a prim.ary tool for philosophical analysis. His article "Critique 

of Revel~<.tion" (which brought him. farne) contains an argument about 

the necessary conditions for a religion that has no theoretical 

(rationed) just:iiicatioJ:1. 6 

Hegel in m.any ways follows the Kanhan m.ethod in 'his 

writings on religion. The Chr istian religion, according to Hegel, 

was positive, which constitutes an historical fact, and so Hegel asks 

7 hirnself what were th<3; conditions that brought this about. 'Positivity 
/' 

for Hegel sim.ply medJl1S the non sp:ixitual cOInponents such as 

institutionalization, laws and dognJCls. It is easy to see then how 

Kant's m.ethod could lend itself to historical analysis. How much did 

Hegel in his subsequent career change and In.odify the Kantian Inethod? 

It is m.y belief that Fichte' s introduction of a unified S)rstelu and the 

absolute without contradiction was the lTIOvjng force behind a total 
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radicalizing of the transcendentalluethod complete; Kantl s nlethod is the 

method of science which starts with fixed presuppositions. Hegel 

denies this point of view which he calls form.alisni and introduces 
i 
I 

the dialectical m.ethod in which the a.nalysis changes the very principle 

one started out with. For I-Ie gel, philosophy must take what is known 

and determ.ine if it really is known, As Hegel says, Ifth'e fam.iliar 

, k b' "f '1' II 8 lS not .-nown ecause It IS 'aml la1' .. The Hegelian stress on the 

absolute and conl.pleteness allowsfo:c a m,odification in the transcendental 

lnethod. Instead of transcendental dialectic destroying only the Ilbeyondll , 

its absolutizing allows it to i-urn on the very things that ga.ve it life, 

in Kant! s case the categories then:J.selves. "The abc of Hegelian 

dialectic is simply tbjs. In the process of determining an object, the 

origjnal object is changed, and a ne'.v object arises which conhadicts 

the old object. At the sarne tim.e the proce::; s which developed this new 

object is itself cancelled. In being ca.ncelled these previous m.onienis 

are taJ.-:::en up in t.he new obj ect as dead m.ornents. Thus, a new object 

• arising out of this analysis has its own history 0'1- a.bstract par·[.s. Kant, 

through analysis, justifies his principle whereas in Hegell s analysjs 

the principle is negated and shown to be incorrect. As opposed to 

K.ant! s n'lethoc1 of verifying a. principle and sho;;;d.ng it to be neces sary, 

Hegel' s luetb.od of analysis shows the principle to be ID .. error and 

only finite. Negation:ils a form. of detel'm.:ination and in J:espect to 
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genetic com.ponents :1t is a process that results in a new object different 

from that which one started out to analyze. "Hegel's dialectic finishes 

with a stage of comprehension in which the object contains within 

itself its own negative or proces s of becoming. If one can imagine 

a billiard ball being hit by another one, then the resulting activity 

of the billiard ball is dependent on the ball that hit it and we can say 

that the proces s or movernent of the ball is outside of itself. In 

contrast to this, the human or ganisrn to a certain extent has its 

rnoments or m.oveluents within itself.. We call this purposeful action. 

At various points in his IHe Hegel thought different disciplines 

embodied this principle of self-determination. He found each of 

these disciplines such as art, ethics, politics,and religion to im.perfectly 

exernplify the principle and he finally rested on thought or philosophy 

as the one true prirl.diple. Each of these others finds a m.oluentary 

bJossorn.ing in the ~~m.enology...: 

Hegel's criterion for a progressive developm.ent is spelled 

/' 

out in the san"le m.annol' thai: one m.ight say higher biological or ganislus 

are DJ.Ol'e cOJ:nplex than the lo"\ver ones. Hegel's criterion is that 

objects inte:rnally related are higher than objects externally related. 

- At a 10V'/ level of deve.lopm.ent an object is deterD"lined by its environm.ent. 

An object only becom.es related irrl: 12rna,lly to itself if it. can incol'porate 

the environrnent into itself as part of it8C]£. The tenus organisD.")' and 

enviroI:l.m.ent we are farn:i.Har ""'lith and. they are tenns constantly used 



in 1l.'1.any disciplines. For phil9sophy however, they are crucial 

concepts not to be taken for granted .. In these terD1.S then, we can get 

our first definition of the absolute. The absolute or highest principle 

is as JaD1.es puts it: "The absolute is true because it and it only has 

no external environD1.ent, and has attained to being its own other!'. 9 

'" The absolute is an organisD1. that has no environD1.ent or in other 

words has incorporated the enviromnent into itse]}. This is Hegel's 

restate1l.'1.ent of Ar istotle' s "thought thinking itself". 

The Phen0D1.enology is a journey through partial system.s to 

an absolute system., one that is the proper object of philosophy. In the 

beginning of the ~henQD1.enol~JIT we should expect to find an object 

6 

that has its environrnent very D1.uch external to itself. It is the proces s 

of overcorning this relationship by consciousnes s that constitutes the 

developD1.cnt which we see in the P}~~n<?l£gy .... The higher on the 

dialectical scale we are, the Inore the object we are studying has 

negativeness within it. This rneans that the object contains within 

itself rnore of the factors which d.cterm.ine what it: is;" This res'uIts in 

the final object afteJ: analysis being not very D1.uch diffcl"ent iro1l.'1. the 

<C-- object we start with. As we shall see, the natural consciousness 

which begins the E~~nonl._~nology. does not have this sclf-determ.ination, 

and as a consequence, the judgeT:nent's or deterD1.inations that it puts 

forward quickly turn into tlJ.eir opposite. 



For our lim.ited purpose, we can look at the finite stages 111 

the Phenomenology' as levels in a hierarchy which illustrate m.ore or 

less the extent to which self-deterrnination has entered into the object. 

In this way we treat the dialectic of the Phenomenology as one wb.ich 

explains the cOIning to gether of two systems external to each other, 

and coalescing into one another, For our purposes it seem.s to m.e the 

correct and most faithful way to proceed is to give full priority to the 

m.ethod. This schem.a would make the system subservient to the 

dialectical method. We ignore the intricate problems of Hegel l s 

absolute system, and the form of that systern (i. e. the relations 

between Logic, Nature and Spirit), This interpretation sets aside 

the pro blen"l of the absolute spilling forth into a plurality of nature 

and then returning t.o itself through' spirit. I will not defend this 

decision at this tinl.e. However, froln our analysis of the dialectical 

m.ethod we will propose an hypothesis as to the relation between the 

Phenomenology" and Hegell s subs equent works, especially the ScieE.£.c 

of Lo uic. 
---~ 

The Phen~m.enology is an odys sey out of the cave into the 

glare of the sun - abs(J)lute knowledge. The blinding glare m.:i.ght 

cause one, on fixst exposure, to react as Schopcnhaucr did. 

, 
But the greatest effrontery in serving up sheer 

nonsense in scrabbling together senseless and 'nladdening 
webs of words, such as had previously been heard only 
in D"ladhouses, finally appeared in I-Iege1. It becarne the 
Inost ponderous and gene:ral rnystification that has ever 

7 



existed, with a result that will seein incredible to 
posterity and a lasting monum.ent of German stupidity. 1 0 

In defence of Hegel, one nl.ight say that when one confronts 

a new language, one does not ilnn""lediately declare it nonsense and 
! 

leave it. 
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CHAPTER I 

Definition of Polar Term.s 

1. Substance versus Subject: 

. The interaction between subject and substance represents 

one of the n~ost general movements of the PhenOlnenology. The 

movernent consists of an atten~pt to dissolve the distinction between 

the hvo. 

The hitherto accepted concept of Logic rests 
upon the assurned separation of the Content of 
knowledge and the Form. of knowledge (Truth and 
Certainty) - a separation that is assumed, once 
.r. 31 ' l' , I ;:01' a. 1n or C lnary conSC10usnes s .. 

Ordinary consciousness taJ.'Ces the world as it is, and sees thought 

as an e:7d:crnal application to the wqrld which leaves it untouched. 

This is Heger s starting point. At the beginning of the Ph~non"lenology, 

consciousl1ess takes Truth to be th(::! object Ilper self, i. e. the.object 
",.d; 

which is independel1t of the knowing subject. We can generalize thi's 

point and say that substance repJ:esents an ol)ject which is independent 

of any external relation. Further, the relation of co:nsciousness to 

the object is one of certainty. Certainty pertains to the 'Iform. of 

knowledge 'l , i. e. how' tI'le object is knovvn. Consciou~m.es s is certain 

of its object' s truth J.1"lcrcly by con'ling into contact vvitb it. 

9 
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Kaufmann comm.en,ts on Hegel! s grouping of two sets of tenus. 

The fir st gr oup including !Inegativell, "determinatenes Sll, "subject!l, 

"me diation! I and Il understanding", expres ses nlOvement; the latter, 

including II substance", II in:unediate" and 11 intuitionl!, expres ses a 

2 
state of rest. We might add the term "for itse1£" to the subject list, 

and the tenu 'lin itself''' to the substance list. Kaufmann points to a 

remote resemblance between substance and Aristotle! s concept of 

matter, and to a similar correspondence between Hegel's subject 

and Aristotle's Forx:n. 3 In Aristotle n'latter is pure potentiality; it is in 

the process of becomjng something. This does appear to possess 

sOInething akin to the evolutionary aspects of Hegel' s cli~d.ectical 

process, in that the object attains more and luore d:iiferentiation. 

However, this idea is not particularly helpfuL because in any. dyml.luic 

system every terrn. is potentially E;on:lething else, and one could just 

as easily say subject is m.atter in that it is potentially substance. The 

immediate abstract s,llbstance of I!sense-certainty" does correspond 

with rnatter, but substance.is no)~ rnatter generally. --- In fact Hegell s 

conception. of s'ubstance m.ore closely re selubles the Spinozian and 

4 
Aristotelian notions of substal1.ce than Aristotle! s "n'la.tter". 

" Substance is that which is self-grounding, that which has 

independent being. 5 It is atoD:lic in 'the logical sense of being unxelatecl 

1:0 and independent of anything else, This interpretation fits Kaufmannl s 

definitioD. of the IliD. it381pl (1.8 that y"hich is taken by itself, apart from. 
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its relations. 6 Atomicity by its very definition has no relations. 

As we shall see this definition lends itself to spatial 

relations and Kant's "thing--in-itseJi". Space and tin'le go hand in 
I 

I 
'hand with the idea that substance is truth. We know from Kant's 

definition of the intuitions of space and tin'le, that they in no way 

determine the object; they leave the object untouched an:d independent. 

In l:ike mann~r the Spinozian God has the attribute of being the cause 

of itseJi, it has no outer relations, but only relations within itself. 

Consciousness takes the truth to be autonomous. The only contact 

consciousness has with this substance is through intuition. The object 

simply reveals itself as it is. This attitude is com..rnonly called naive 

realism. Substance can only be intuited or given directly without 

recourse to a m.iddle term., 

Hegel will want to ar gue that nq substance OT "thing-·in-

itselfll can resist the po\ver of the Jiegative, and to posit a substance 

independent of cognition is to relnain at the intuitive level.' It begins 

to becol1.l.e clear why Hegel throws the terms substance, intuition and 

immediacy into the sal.ne bag. I-Iegel associates ihis sim.ple positing 

of substance with Kant'· s pure forrL1. of intuition; and Kant's categories 

with the negative. 7 For the truth to prevail, Hegel claims tha.t the 

substance m.ust be invaded by the subject and made into a subject 

itself. Substance under attack begins to quake and br eak apart. In 

Hegel's ternlS: 



The circle that rests closed in itself and, being 
substance, holds its ITlOInents, is the i:m.:m.ediate and 
therefore not perplexing relation. But that the 
accidental as such, separated fro:m. its circu:m.ference, 
that the bounded which is act-ual only in its connection 
with other s, should ga.in an existence of its own and 
separate freedOJTI, this is the tre:m.endous power of the 
negative; this is the energy of thought,of the pure ego. 8 

As substance is related to intuitionis:m. so the subject is related to 

form.alisJTI. The for:m.alist, as subject, does not recognize his 

reflections on the ob}ect (which reduce the object to a series of 

relations) as ·changing the object in any real sense. / Thought is in no 

sense a threat to the im.:m.utable integrity of. the object. We shall see 

this m.ove fl'orn intuitionism. to forrnalisn1. take place in the section on 

Consciousnes s. 

2. Im.lD.ediacy and MediatioD.: 

Hegel regards certainty as the poorest for:m. of truth, in 

12 

that it involves nothing rnore than a sb1.l.ple awareness of the object. To 

be certain is to be in possession of the facts. To the extent that the 

object is out of context the person has developed no relation to the truth. 

In other words he has no criterion for judging it as truth. For example 

the V'litness to an accident who says, 110f course I know what happened. 

I saw it didn't I?" is Glperating from. the attitude of cej:tainty. In Hegel, 

certainty becornes a subjective attitude toward the object with the 

characteristics of the irn:m.ediate and the abstract. "Sense-certainty!! 

represents truth in its '\veaJ.\::cst fonn, in which the object is never 
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really given. The result is about as revealing as a blind man in a hall 

of mirrors. Hun'1.an cognition operates within certa.in limits. At 30 

c. p. so. the flickering of a light is a.pparent, but at 60 c. p. s. it may not 

be detectable. A luan \-.vith a better picture taking apparat-us may 

question the other! s ability to capture reality adequately. In a like 

manner higher stages in the Phenoluenology question lower stages. 

Hegel uses thG tGrm !!irnmediacy!! as thG first mom_ent of 

his triadic logic, which gives rise to spati.al - telnporal relations. 

If two objects are irnmediate there is no coming together over a 

period of tiHW; there is no m_ovement: the two objects stand in direct 

contact with one another. 

In contrast, m.ediation implies a barrier between t-wo 

related objects. The fact the mediation tal;;:cs place indicates _that the 

two objects do not stand in a natural rGlation. (internal) to each other, 

but in sonl.e way they have to be brought together. 

For a relation is mediate when the terrns related are 
not onG and the san'1.C, but each is a dufer ent term for the 
other, and is only one with thG other in 5·orne third term: 
an linHle dia.te r elation however, means :in fact, nothing 

Q 

els e than the unity of the terms. 7 

Hegel is dGsc.ribing a cornmon syllogisn'1. in \vhich 1.-\VO term.s can only 

be brought together by a third terrn. which i~ comnl.on to both. Ma.n 

and ape arG related th.rough the rnore gcneTal te:on prhnate. Hegel! s 

notion of nl.ediation i.s GXGHlplificd in the general activity of scientific 

inquiry, jn which one takes two seGlningly diverse pJ:.I.cnoHlena a.nd 
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atteIl'lpts to dliscover a COlnmon underlying base, a.connecting link. 

Hegel joins mediatiOl:'l with that part of thought he calls II Under standingll , 

and he classifies both Aristotle l sand Kantl s categories as examples of 

Ith ," f lb.' k' 
" IS type o· t In J.ng. 

Thinkers who regard kno'Yvledge as being im.Il'lediate quite 

often combine this inhlitionism with a good deal of forrrialistic Inediation. 

This type of thinker vacillates between mystical unity and absolute 

difference. He either has a tend{mcy to see the u.niverse as an 

undifferentiatGd whole or as extrem.ely atOluistic with no interaction 

bebveen partS. (Wittgenstein SeeTIClS to have em.bodied both thGSG 

trends in one career. ) 

Sllace define s II ilnmediacyll very sl.:tccinctly: II The ilnluediate 

IS the sin'lple and undifferGntiated; it stands directly and im.mediately 

confronting 1.1.8, and purports to be in itself the sole truth without 

f 1 ' 1 I 10 re 'Grence to G\.nyt l.m.g ese' Take for instance the comm.on notion 

of a simple object of perception such as a chair, in which 'caso it is 

regarded as complete within itseJi, Given this conception, a change 

such as the chair dis solving before our eyes violates this autonomy 

and constii-u.tes a contradiction of our conception. This is the problem 

which confronts thG form.alisi: in the explanation of ch::tnge. Fixed 

principles quickly lose touch with the enviro11.lnent \vhich constitutGS 

their object. Hegel is not opposed to this empirical·. rationallnode 

of thhl1:.:ing as long as the thinker is aware of its lim.:Lat:i.ons. Hegel 
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believes that one who takes a sirnple object of perception, such as a chair., 

as an autonorrlOUS unity, is soon driven to undermine the stability of the 

object. Unlike atom.ism, unity only co:m.es about from a move to the 

higher not to the lower. 

3. Positive and Negative: 

Dialectical logic tries to show that im.plicit in every positing 

of an object is its negativ:e. The or·ganism. represents reality or the 

positive and the surrounding environment the negative. Ordinary 

thinking allows us to see that there are several possible relationships 

between the or ganism and its environment. In tenns of spatial relations, 

the or ganism is seen to be cornpletely independent of its enviromnent. 

Both Kant and Hegel agree that spatial relations do not determ-ine the 

11 
object in any way. 

Another pos sible relationship is one in which the envirorm:1ent 

deterrnines or controls the object or v·ice-versa. According to I-legel, the 

ITlore an object or or ganism is controlled by the enviromnent ( i. e. the 
...... 

negative), the m.ore we can say that the object is positive. Earlier we 

m.entioned that Hegel thought the Christian religion was positive. By 

this he meant that Christianity! s :rrwral principle was forced to 

com.promise itself to accolnlnodate existing conditions. It reflected the 

corrupt ways of the world and was detern1.ined by then1. to a considerahle 

extent. An object that is con1.pletcly positive, in interacting with the 



enviromnent becomes distorted by the existing conditions. When the 

object becom.es the same as its environment, or as Hegel calls it "its 

other lI , this constitutes a negation of the environnl.ent or a return to a 

positive state. As a result of this double negation, any determination 
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by the enviromnent in relation to this new positive state is synonymous 

with self-determination. ~'The capacity for double-negation or returning 

to a positive state resides in consciousness or "Spiritl'. Objects without 

consciousness are reduced to a state of nature. Ii negation is total 

there can be no return to a position that has conl.p1etely disappeared. 

This is a description of a state of nature. The m.ore positive the object, 

the more total is the negation, and the IYlOre natural is the resultant 

state, As we advance in the Phenorneno10gy, the power of the negating 

factor becorne s Ie s s and Ie s s, The higher the stage of mind at the point 

of interaction with the environment the 1es's change there will be in the 

original state of the 0rganism as a result of that interaction. What is 

required for the double negation is the a.bility to go out into the 

environm.ent and yet hold som.ething ba.cJ.e in order that one might return. 

For example, jj Christianity possessed spirit then the Refonnation ma.y 

constitute a double ne·gation arl.d a positiv·e state. Ii on the other hand, 

Christianity does not possess this sphit which allows it to retu.rn to its 

original state, then the Iteform.ation constitutes a negation of religion. 

The possession of 1IS.pirit" or conf;ciousness constitutes 

control over the emd.J~onn1ent, It is the capacity for self-regulation. 
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Higher or ganism.s, for instance the nervous system, jUJD.p frorn one 

energy level to another in reaction to a sthnulus and then return to the 

original level. We should get some feeling for the rhythm of Hegel f s 

dialectic from. an under standing of the triad of sensibility, irritability, 

and repl'oduction. Sensibility exists as a state of nat."ure; it does not 

possess an original state. Sensibility constitutes an awareness of 

stilnuli but dbesnot differentiate. Irritability on the other hand does 

possess an original state·. The organism confronted with irritation 

displays a desire to be rid of the irritation, to return to a state which 

is lacking in sensibility. Reproduction represents an even greater 

degree of control over the environment. Through reproduction the 

or ganisln gains ilnmortality. 

4. Abstract vs. Concrete: 

The fir st rflOlnent of the dialectic is abstract in that the 

detern.l.ination of the object ignores the relations of the object, taking 

it in isolation. That is, it disregards essential parts of the object. 

Ordinary thinking is abstract whei!. it ignores the conl.plexities, such 

as b.istorical factors. Prejudice and bigotry are the result of abstract 

thinking and are Ull.avoidable to the saIne extent that abstract thh1.kjng 

IS unavoidahle. 

An ohject is abstl"act or positive when it does not control 

it8eJi. In sociology the breakdowD. of the fan-lily due to industrialization 
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illustrates its positive ties with the environment. At the same time the 

fam.ily m.ay contain an autonom.ous existence which is in conflict with 

industrialization. 

In the fir st m.om.ent thinking is abstract because it takes 

the object and excludes its environm.ent as an important factor. In 

the second YD.om.ent thinking is abstract because it breaks up the object 

into isolated units. By disregarding the object's integrity the fonnalist 

is able to take the properties out of context. Th.e m.ore abstract the 

object is, the m.ore readily it loses its identity or existence in contact 

with the envir onn1.ent. 

The role of abstraction or negating is to peel away everything 

that is not essential to the object. At a natural level an object tests 

itself or detennines its own essential nature by interacting wi~ch tb .. e 

environrnent, The rnore concrete an object the greater is its ability to 

resist abstraction. The reverse is true of an abstract object. It is 

vulnerable in its environrnent. A c;onservative who thinks abstractly 

respects the necessity of m.ah:d:aining the past but fails to discrim.lnate 

behveen the good and bad things of the past. Whereas the m.ature 

conservative has som.e critel'ion for discrim.inating between these two 

aspects of the past. Sir:c:dlarily tl:l.e naive em.piricist cannot detenninc 

which facts aloe important and vvhich are not. But as I-Ie gel state s in 

Reason:. the m.arure scientist has certain criteria for evaluating the 

factor s involved. 12 Sense -certainty does not pos sess this ability to 
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discrirn.inate. 

When Hegel calls an object abstract he usually means that 

that object has not developed all its possible relations with the environment. 

An organism explores a series of ploys trying to find a relation that will 

allow it to stay as it is. In Hegell s dialectic there are three general 

principles: 

(a) Every object desir'es to stay the same. 

(b) For an object to stay the san:1.e it is forced to change 
and becom.e the opposite of i~seJi. 

(c) The object returns to itself through circuitous routes 
that involve assilnilating its environm.ent. 

Expres sed in mar e naturalistic terms, evel-Y object wishes to rernain 

the sarne, but if it cannot it will comprQnl.ise. Nature has its moverrJ.ent 

initiated horn. outside and has no alte:cnative but to succum.b to. change. 

But IISpiritl1 as the negation of nature has taken nature up into itseJi and 

enlbodies both rest and change. The ideal of IISpiritll is to return to 

. its original state. To the extent that nature blocks this smooth return, 

consciousness is alienated froIn itself. Consciousness nTust lose itself 

in the object in order to ret-urn to itself . 

. . . ; it is the necessity cOlnpelling spirit to enrich the 
share self-consciousness has in consciousness, to put into 
lnotion the irnrnediacy of the inherent nature (which is the 
forn:1. which the substance is present in consd.ousnE)ss); .... 13 

A timid spirit is one which is U11.En .. l.:re of itself, having just stepped naked 

out of naiure, and is unvvilling to engage battle with HUe; contingencies of 
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nature for fear of losing its eli. 

In the Phenornenology the return of seli is in the form of 

jnferences on the part of consciousness concerning the relations between 
, 
I 
I 

itself and the object. Consciousnes s m.oves frorn itself to the object 

and finds that these are not the sarne. The desire to return to itself is 

expressed by an attempt on the part of consciousness to"remake the 

object in its own ilnage. 

In the Phenom.enology, Hegel alternates the theoretical and 

practical sections but they are really s im.ilar activities. For instance, 

self-consciousnes s (which is a practical section) desires something and 

through its action it hopes to transform nature into the thing it desires. 

When the subject agrees with the object then one has reached the stage 

of "absolute knowledge". The new object of knowledge holds within 

itself a return to itself and this is Logic. 



CHAPTER II 

Hegel! s Preface to the Phenomenology 

In the Preface Hegel discusses three major topics: 

intuitionism" form.alism., and com.prehension. I will discus s these 

three and place each in m.ore prominent relief by giving more 

concrete exam.ples than the vague allusions that Hegel makes. 

1. Intuitionism.: 

Kant was the last of the enlightenrnent philosophers. The 

turn to rOlnanticisITl which followed reflected a general shift in 

interest fron1. the natural sciences to areas such as politics, .r·cl:i.gion, 

and aesthetics. Kant! s ar guments against transcendent metaphyr; ics b.avc 

affected every philosophy that "vas developed after him. The new catch 

word was !!i1nrrlanence!1 (God is the ground of our being etc.). 

To the romantics and· Hegel, however, Kant! s linl.itation 

of reason to the finite and the antinorDies that result as one goes beyond 

the finite were not satisfactory. Perhaps some other nl.ed:i.unl. could 

reach thc infinite. Such substitutes as the highly iniTdtive aesthetic 

and religious experience were brought forward. HegeJ.! S OV/11 deveJopnl.cDt 

shows hinl progressing frOITl one arcna to another ll1. search of so:me way 

21 
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to expres s a unity that OVerCOlTIeS al1 clualism~s. Richar d Kroner in an 

excellent introduction to Hegel! s theological writings describes Hegel! s 

~arly development through religion, aesthetics and organicisn"l to his 

i 
final stage _ philosophy. 1 

To a certain extent, the Phenomenology retraces this 

developrnent through immai-ure positions. The early phases are 

stop gaps until I-legel can realize a logic that he thinks answers Kant! s 

philosophy. These early positions were helpful to the extent that they 

gave life to static thought categories. If the categories ran into 

contradictions it was no longer because one had gone beyond finite 

rcspresentations but because the categories themselves were 

inadequate. Hegel! s philosophy demanded that the categories be 

reworked to accornlTIodate new and diverse phenol1"lena. 

Hegel clairxled that his age was' securely grounded hl the 

em.pirical world of experience, in v.,rhich intricate cOIl"lplex thought 

was cOlnpressed into a sinlple experience of the mOillent. liThe bare 

feeling of the divine ll2 Hegel! s criticism.s of intuitionism Il"la; be 

readily accepted by m.ost as the usual argum.ents of a rationalist. Ally 

forrna.1 system which sets rigid lilnits to its extent ahvays gives rise 

to poetic expression. 1m.mediate intuitions are only the outside lim.its 

of a systern and stop gaps until th01J.ght cleterrninations can catcb. up with 

thc~ changing situation. Mysticisrn is pos sible because we know gran"lIll.ar. 

Intuitionii3ts bring OlJ.t th.e inadequ.a.cies of the past, for they are th.e first 
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to feel something new, but they express the future badly. The word 

that Hegel puts against intuitionisHl is "comprehensiveness". The 

dictio.nary defines intuition as an instantaneous comprehension. 

As in Kant's philosophy, in I-Iegel there is a working out 

which takes time. The object is run over by the hands and held before 

the eyes. 

In order, therefore, to treat accurately and 
unconfusedlY,of vision, one must bear ll"l mind that 
there are two sorts of objects apprehended by the 
eye - the one primarily and ilnm.ediately, the other 
secondar ily and by intervention of the fonner. 

3 (Touch) 

The intuitionist for gets this coordination with the tactile. Touch demands 

constant contact and consequently in running through a series of objects 

does not hold them. together. This ability is the property of sight. 

Something of the meaning of intuition is carr ied over :in Hegel's use 

of the word "iDl.mediacy". 

To do justice to all philosophies Hegel begins his dialectical 

odyssey with the enJ.ptiness of the im.11.'1.ediate. Intuitionism, 'which 
./ 

claims to give us the clearest perceptions because there are no 

intel'v'ening stages, really does not have any object at all and thus is 

the I).Jost fOJ:mal of systems. Ji1.tuitionisDl. and rationalism have m.uch 

in COmDl.On. One picks up wherr-; the otb.er left off. J:'.fter enll.nciathlg 

a few intuitive principles, further deductions follow f..n a rational manner. 

4 
In the Pl:eface Hegel has Scb.elling in m.ind as Kaufrrl:al1JJ. attests. 
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Hegel teaches that bad empiricism. and rationalism lead to mysticiSlYl. 

In any rational systexn there is always that irrational nothingness of 

the beyond, which serves only to reinforce the systemizer's belief 

that he is quite justified in staying within the system and not venturing 

forth. He is low in spirit for he feels threatened by the new" One 

method of escape is to indulge in the word game in which one 

, 
generalizes the language until one hopes it will include everything. The 

11arxist definition of "matter" has under gone this pr oces s. To sustcdn 

the m.aterialistic base against outside attacks, the m.eaning of term.s 

such as " n'1atter" are constantly expanded. 

The intuitionist is a piece of n'1eat afraid to go into the 

grinder lest it becorne ground beef. The IYian says, II Take lne as I axn", 

and I answer, II Take n'1e as I anJ.. II It is a human trait to conl.prehend 

one's own position, but only jntuit the positions of others £01- fear one's 

own po s ition will crumble if one attenlpts to under stand another. 

Intuitionisrn crops up when rationalism becornes excessive, 

idiotic and dognlatic. The old saying holds true that. revolutionaries are 

m.ade not born. Young people are only as ridiculous as their elders. 

Each extren'1e has a developed systen'1 of cOl'nrl'1unication that w'orks 

effectively within its own bounds, but 'V'lhich cannot accolnxnoaate the 

opposing group which stands apart and is intuited without being 

com.prehended. To an extent our conditioned lives pre.vent 1..1.8 froxn 

seeing ourselves until we COlne into c.onfEct v'1ith opposing beliefs. It 
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had already been brought out in Fkhte' s dialectic how negation leads to 

self-realization. HegeL in the liberal tradition, preaches tolerance 

throu~h involvement with one's enem.ies. It is in no way evident that 

humanity has risen to this level of spirituality. 

2. Formalism: 

·H~gel' s discussion of Formalisln interests us more than 

Intuitionism because it quickly brings us closer to his own philosophy 

and at the same time allows us to introduce ilnportant material of his 

predeces SOl' Fichte which will facilitate an under standing of the 

Phenomenol~gy of Mind. Hegel's description and criticisln of 

formalisD:1. puts his own position of cOInprehensiveD.ess in a clearer 

light. I have chosen Fichte' s philosophy as the stooge representing 

form.alism. Since Fichte and Hegel use the saIne dialectical m.ethod 

t11.e dliference between Fichte' s supposed form.aliSln and I-regel' s 

comprehensiveness should be m.ore clearly visible. In essence what 

Hegel is saying in the Preface is that for rna lis In is the application of 
...• 

.. ..;{~~~ 5 
predicates to an object according to SOlne absh"ad principle. Howevc.r 

we should not conclude that Fichte him.self makes all the typical errol' f) 

of formalism.. FrOln an historical vieVlpoint we shall see that Fichte 

next to Hegel is the least forrnalistic. 

Hegel states of Fichte' s philosophy: 

The Fichtcan phUoSGphy has the great advantage 
of having set forth the fact that philosophy ill.USt be a 



science derived from one slJ.preD1.e principle, 
fron1. which all determ.inations are neces sarily 
derived. 6 

However it is Hegell s contention that Fichte en'lploys this II supren'le 
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principle ll in a fonnalist manner. He describes the fonnalist procedure 

as an activity of applying certain principles to objects on the basis of 

criteria external to that object without due regard for the relations of 

7 
the object. Hegel equates Fichte l s m.ethod with that of the geometer, 

who relates parts of his object which are external to each other. His 

activity reflects the operation of the ma'chem.atician. 8 

It does not consider e. g. the relation of the line 
to the plane, and when it compares the diam.eter of the 
circle with the circumference it cornes up against 
incomn'lensurability i. e. a relation of the concept, 
som.ething infinite that escapes mathem.atkal 
determinatiol,) .. 9 

The curse of form.alism is its inability to OVerCOD'le 

subjectivity to get to the objective. The subjective person determines 

his experience in accordance with his own nature. The reason formalisn'l 

is a curse is that the formalist in om.itting certain attributes of the object 

~s condemned to generate contradictions and as in the quote above have 

a great deal of irrational material left over. Hegel views Kantl s 

antinom.ie s as ar is ing out of the forn'lal thinking of the unde:!: standing. 

More receDt evidence of the bJ.adequ,acies of forn1.alisrn can be seen in 

the mechanistic method applied in biology. 
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The form.al thin.ker m.akes dHferentiations in the object but 

consciousness is never sure whether these distinctions are really in 

the o",?ject. Any subjective m.ethod is necessarily fonnalistic. In 

Kant' s philosophy all phenom.ena are determ.ined by the categories of 

the m.ind but whether these phenom.ena are actually part of the "thing-

in-itself" we can never know. With the sarr1e point in m.ind, Hegel 

states of Fichte's philosophy: . 

. . . . he lias not grasped this principle of the ego 
as Idea, but solely in the consciousness of the activity 
which we exercise in knowing and consequenHy it is 
still laid hold of in the form. of subjectivity. 10 

Fichte analyzes the activity of knowing, but he leaves out an analysis 

of the object known. What is known is cOlnpletely subordinated to 

the knowing process. 

Fichte begin"; his deduction with the absolute unity of the 

Ilacting egol!, which is a unity of subject and object. 

This principle is at first abstract and deficient, 
because in it no differences, or a forIT1al difference 
only, is expressed; whereas, .the principle should 
possess a content; a subject and predicate are indeed 
distinguished in it, but only for us who reflect upon it, 
i. e. in itself there is no difference and consequently 

11 no content. 

In this instance whether or not Hegel' s interpretation of Fichte, is 

or is not correct, is not our concern, Our· purpose in citing Hegel 

at this point is to facilitate an under standing of Hegel! s concept of 

an objective idea. The quote suggests Hegel' s djJfexence from. Fichte 
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and the necessary fon'll that the .PhenOl'llenology is .going to take. 

Hegel sees the move fTom Fichte to hin~self as a I'llovel'llent 

frol'll the reflective stage of philosopb.y to the historica1. If the developrnent 

I 
: of the object m.ust not take place solely in the ego, then, accol'ding to 

Hegel, the developl'llent must take place partly in the object itself. 

This Ineans that the philosopher ' s role is relegated to that of an 

historian of objects which possess self-determ.ination. The one object 

that does possess this self~·determ.ination is IlknowledgeTl which is the 

object of scrutiny in the Phenome~1.ology of Mim~. If the object develops 

its own distinctions then the actual working out is not done by the 

philosopher. Consciousnes s or knoy/ledge develops itself in time. 

This is what Hegel calls History. 12 

In his description of objectivity Hegel is offering lJ.S what 

he feels is a better definition of truth than.the rational or intuitive. 

Whether in fact it is superior to 1:11:e intuitionist and rationalist r:nethods 

he criticizes remains to be seen. A few eXal'llples might 'give I-JegeJ.! s 

idea more plausibility. 

From. what we have said it should be clear why Hegel 

believed his own philosophy could not go beyond his own time. To do 

so would be to engage in speculation that js purely in the subject, 

leaving the object which is in the present. Hegel does not say other 

discipline s cannot specula.te, fOJ~ i:t1.deed, hum.:"'~; a:cl:ticipatc the future 

eV'cry d2.y; hut he does de:n.y this activity to ], ophy .. The thinker can 
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let his thoughts race into the future, but they will always be subjective 

and form.al. This is to say that to a certain extent rational predictions 

ignore tJ.1.e object. The object sirnply Inay not go on the course desired. 

Rationalist doctrine desires to m.ake the future subservient to the 

present. 
"'If". 

It does this by ingoring and glossing over certain factors 
r.c 

III the object. Rationalists try to non-.temporalize the object, allowing 

them. to deny'the freedon1. of the object to determ.ine itself. The bane 

of the rationalist~s lUe is. that irrational rabble which is always 

com.plainll1.g and l' cally counts for nothing. Cybernetics as a tool for 

control lies som.ewhere between these two. It appears to have som.ething 

in common with Heger s m.ethod in that it has a built-in factor for 

determ.ining the consequences of a comm.and and m.aldng adjustm.ents 

to this new result. 

Marx has followed Hegel in ar guing against form.alism.. "In 

practice :man rnust prove the truth:, thai: is, the reality and power, the 

,. • J d f b' h' l' ,,13 M hI" 1]' . . bus SlO.enes so' .1S t In <.lng. arx accepts t e -nstorJ.ca .J.m.1tahons 

of any view. This historical aspect of the object is En'ought out, as 

well, in m.odern Phenon.1.enology. Its pro graIn, which involves allowing 

the object to appear as it is, is in keeping with Hegel's objectivism.. 

However Hegel also stresses the inlportance of fonnalistic detenninations 

that precede and enable the object to appear as it is. Hegel would argue 

that to take a sirnple object of perception as it is and reflect on which 

p]~opert:i.cs do 01: do not belong to it w:i.lJ result in a serie s of contradictions. 



One IS forced to take the object as an historical phenomenon. 

In Fichte' s deductions one feels a sense of arbitrariness 

because it is Fichte hilnself who is maldng distinctions, like a 

mathematician. He states that once the reflective activity of the 

philosopher has been completed it can then be discarded, much like 
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the logician who claims to discover logical truths which are independent 

of their mode of discovery. Hegel argues that the mediUln to the truth 

must be part of the truth. To deny this is to accept a separation 

between thought and its object. Hegel's dialectic delnands that every 

thought detcrrnination must find its way into the object as a real process 

H that thought is to be objective. Part of the object of knowledge them, 

are the previous attempts of philosophers to determine the object. 

Fichte as the im.mediate predece ssor of Hegel (for getting Sch~l1ing 

for the lnoment) exemplHies the philosophy closest to Hegel's. The 

dHference is that Fichte' s determinations, carried out by the ego, now 

find themselves developed in the object. The medium is historical rather 

than subjective. To the extent that Hegel's philosophy is historical it is 

parasitic on all previous philosophies. Hegel's interpretation of the 

developTnent of historical thought is that it develops £l'OIn lnore abstract 

thought to becOlne increasingly concrete; that thought 111.Ore and m.ore 

agrees vlith the object it determines. The form, th811, of Hegel's 

dialectic is the saIne as Fiehte's but tb.e content is cUfierent. 
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Before proceeding to the IYlore controversial topic of the 

activity of the object in incorporating thou.ght deterIYlinations, it is 

necessary to introduce very briefly Fichte l s dialectic. As a source 

we have used Fichte l s Science ?f Knowledge. 14 I have condensed over 

a hundred pages of Fichte l s book into a very few and the treatIYlent is 

less tll.an satisfactory. However I have tried to lift just enough IYlateria1 

to enlighten us about the dialectical IYletho d which will help us ll"l under-

standing the Phenom.enology as well as formalisln. A IYlore adequate 

treabnent of Fichte would have resulted in a scrapping of the original 

topic. 

. Fichte takes over the idea of fonn and content frorn Kant. 

Form. is the relation of a given content. In the judgernent - gold is a 

body - the content is gold and bod·y, and the relation between ~hem. is 

thej.r fonn. Fichte shows that the first principle of his logical science 

must be identical in. fornl. and content, that is, they nmst determine 

15 
each other. Fichte desires a fir st principle that will give rise 

to a unitary science and in essen~e he thinks he has found it in Kant l s 

transcendental ego. 

Transcendental philosophy, in seeking for its 
concepts, has the advantage and also the duty of 
proceeding accordilJ.g to a single principle. For 
these concepts spring, pure and uI"llnixed, out of 
the under sta:o.ding v/J:deh is an abs olute uD.ity; and 
must therefore be COlJnccted \xlith ev..ch ot1:i.er 
according to one C:01.1Cept or idea, 16 



Fichte's pure ego is identical both in fonn and content. This rneans n.: 

the ego and its relation to itself or its po siting of itself are one and the 

same thing. 111. this system then the fanu will deterrnine the content 

and vice versa. Vfhenever this is not the case we shall see that thel'C 

is a movernent to make it the case. The contradictions that develop 

in formalism. force consciousnes s to take the content into account, 

According to' Fichte the self-transcendence of the ego i. e. its self _.' 

positing activity is inherently contradictory. Hegel appropriates this 

first principle; it is what he means by the objective idea. The content 

or object known luust be identical with its relation or how it is };::nown. 

Consciousness goes through a serIes of judgements which at first do 

not possess this identity, but gradually becorne so as one moves to 

higher levels of rnind and the object incorporates more and more of H" 

relations within itself. 

The nature of Fichte' sfirst principle detel'luines the svst\ 

to follow. His fir st principle it self containe.d, which m.eans it cannot 

be proven. 17 To do so would involve the applic.ation of an external 

element which constitute s a contr adiction of the or iginal r equir em.eDt 

em.bodied in the principle itself. To be an absolute truth this princ:ipJc· 

must be self-.grounding; the relations of the systern.s being deterrnin,:;(~ 

by the cODtent and vice versa. Fichte's reason for delnanding this of 

his first principle is that he is sea.rching for a science ill.at is true fo), 

all tim.e. This is liJec a formal10gic; it is ahistoric.al aJ:J.d non-Hegeli.cll·,. 
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Fichte argues that form.allogic is only possible because of his first 

principle. 

From this first principle two further principles are derived. 

The second principle is determined in fonn, bll.t not in content. It 

corresponds to formal logic and is an abstraction from the first 

principle. The third principle has a determ-ined content but an 

. 18 
undetermined form. This thir d principle is an abstraction frorn the 

second and unlike the second, which is analytic. it is a synthetic 

principle. By synthetic we m.eall. the determ.ination of fonn which 

deternl.ines and brings together the pl'evious positions that have issued 

out of analysis. This fornl. deternl.ines the object brought before 

consciousnes s in the judgenl.ent. 

What Fichte is doing her e will beconl.e clearer after we have 

e:>.:plored all the elenl.ents gennane to the system.. We will proceed Ylith 

an ex.planation of three concepts: deternl.ined, undeterrrlined and 

abstraction. 

First I will discuss abstraction. It is im.portant to note the 

creative way in which Fichte uses Kant1 s distinction between transcendental 

logic and fornl.allogic. Fichte defines fonnal logic as a separation of the 

forrrl iron"). the content by nl.eans of what he calls 11abstractionl1
• 11No 

19 
abstraction is possible without refJe~tion1!. It is this aspect of thought 

which leads Fichte to his three prin.ciples. 20 By judgeJ~nent Fichte is not 

only referriD.g to th'2 sentence but a.lso to the act of representing on the 
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part of the ego. The ego in po.siting itself necessarily posits what it is 

not and at the sam.e time is aware of this relation which constitutes a 

reflection on a reflection. To discuss his first principle Fichte 

considered the form.al schem.a A is A. 

In the form.al statem.ent -, A is A, the content is left out, 

1. e. it is abstracted; the givenness of I!A is l ! is not im.portant. We say 

this statem.ent is tr.ue because it expres sed the correct form. This 

abstraction which allows for. form.al10gic is a negation of the content 

of the first principle, L e. the principle of identity of forTn and content. 

This process of abstraction is carried on by the reflective thinker. He 

pos 8es se s the capacity to negate the content, to leave the object out and 

take the fonn or relation as its object .. From. the first principle we 

know that in every judgem.ent there· is both a forrn and a content, 

therefore the liberation of the form to becom.e content den1.ands a new 

form. The negation of content in the second principle m.eans that a ne·I,"'/ 

content must arise to take its place. This follows from. the first 

principle which states that in every judgem.ent there ·is both a fornl. and 

content. Abstraction then constitutes a separation of fornl. and conteJ.!t 

as a res·ult of a negating action on the part of the thinking subject or ego. 

This ability to abstract allows the object of consciousness to be seen as 

existing outside of consciousness and independent of it: However, the 

role of the philosopher takes him. beyond this forn1.aJ. activity to a 

reflection all this reflection or a double negation. 21 The philosopher 
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takes this reflection. as his content and the process of detennining this 

new object constitutes transcendental logic, i. e. a concentration on. the 

mode. or relation to Consciousness of the presentation of the object. It 

is important to note this activity of negating. Hegel points out that 

consciousness has to overCOlne the inability to negate the object presented 

to it or in consequence be unaware of its relation to the object. The 

inability to negate means that consciousnes s ignores the relational 

factor. 

It is Fichtel s purpose to show that both the form and content 

of ITA is All are dependent on an activity of the pure ego. If ego posits 

IIA is All, the negation of the content is dependent upon egol shaving 

also posited ITA isll. Pure ego exemplifies Fichte's fir st principle. 

It has the ability of positing itself through itseJi. Fichte is expressing 

in a nl.ore forn").al Hl.anner Descartes l III think, therefore I alnl1. Since 

reflection involves abstraction of content the pure ego is never an object 

to itself as a result of the absolute unity of form. and content it possesses. 

We never have the transcendental ego before us as an object, because to 

be conscious of it would involve stepping outside of it and presenting it 

as a content independent of its {onYl which would involve a contradiction 

22 
of the first principle. Objects of consciousness deD:land this 

abstracting activity. USil1g transcendental deduction. l"ichte shows that 

fonnallogic is only possible because of the nature of the pure or 

tr ans c endentaJ ego. 
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Now I will discuss the tel'D"lS conditioned and unconditioned. 

The first principle is conditioned both in iorITl and content. The second 

is unc;onditioned in forIn. but conditioned in content. Fichte derives his 

second principle il'OITl the fir st by stating the fonnal logical stateITlent 

I!not A = not A!!. The content !!not A!' is conditioned in that it is 

dependent on ego l s positing !!AT!. To be conditioned or detennined Ineans 

. 23 
to be dependent on som.ething else for what it is. The fonn is 

unconditioned in that the act of negating is not dependent on any eleITlent 

in the first principle. If it is unconditioned then it cannot be proven. 

In the first principle ego posits itseli. In the second it 

posits the non··ego; The non-ego as content is detennined by the ego. 

Since in the first principle io:nn and content were reciprocally de·terly.dned, 

then if we negate the content, it follo\vs that the form. is left u~deternlined, 

It is this second principle which allows the ego to distinguish itself as 

subject, frorn the object or non-ego which it represents. Thus a. 

distinction is btroduced between subject and object. When the natural 

soul accIuhes this POWC1' of negating it becornes "con·scious!!. 

In the third principle the forrn is conditioned and the content 

unconditioned. The third principle arises as an answer to the contradiction 

behvee:n the first and second principles. In the first two stages We are 

faced with a contradiction in th,?~t, in POS:itillg itseJi tbe ego has posited a 

:i:1on-ego independent of itseJf v.rhich contra.dicts the pure unity of the ego. 

The l' ole of the th5.1' d p:r:i.ncip1.c is to ckterrn5ne a nc\;v relation betvveen 
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ego and non-ego which will resolve the. contradiction. In this case the 

new relation is quantity replacing qlJality. With a quantitative relation 

the ego can interact with the non-ego and yet remain pure at the same 
I 
time. By splitting itself up into parts the ego is able to distinguish 

between its true self and parts of itself which can equally belong to the 

non-ego. It is a reflection on a reflection, which negates the form of 

the two previous principles. Thus it is detennined in fonn but the 

content is left undetermined. The deternl.inate £ornl. of this third 

principle corresponds to Kant's synthetic' a priori' categories. The 

content is what Inust be deduced, i. e. it is to be discovered what 

content will fit the £ornl. of the thir d principle. The form o£ the thir d 

principle regTl.lates the determination of all possible objects of 

experience. 

111. this triad the object that win iit and reconcile the cont1'a-

diction between ego and non-ego is a divisible ego and non-ego. The 

second principle IX1.Ust be reconciled with the first in order to maintain 

the identity of the ego. In the third principle Fichte'introduces the idea 

of limit and at the same time the ide a of quantity. In the fir s t two 

principles the relation:s were qualitative. Fichte dedUCeS the category 

of quantity from the category of qualHy. With the introduction of quantity 

the lirr:dtation or determination is only pa:ctia.1. Mutual lirnitation of the 

ego and non-ego dem.ands that the Ji1'1"lit be divisible and quantitative. 24 

In a series of reflections the philosopher uncovers a uetcrrDina.te r:ategory 
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which solves the contradiction" Th.e third principle justifies the synthetic 

a priori and is the method established for the rest of the deductions. 

Until now, we have rnerely described the steps Fichte has takeI). in his 

first triadic deduction. That we are very close to Hegel! s own dialectic 

is clear from. this statement in the Encyclopedia: 

There are three aspects in every thought which 
. i$ logically real or true: The abstract or rational 

form., which says what sOITlething is; the dialectical 
negation, which says something is not;. the speculative 
concrete cOlupreb.ension: A is also that ',vhich it is 
not, A is non-A. 25 

It becomes more clear as to what Fichte is attempting to do. 

These first three principles em.body Kant! s transcendental ego; his 

category of quality, which subdivides into Reality, Negation and 

Limitation; and finally the category of quantity. Ego posits reality 

CIA is!!) as a thesis, then the opposite is posited, and finally these two 

are reconciled in tn.e third category of limitation. From. the first 

principle of the absolute identity of the ego, Fichte deduces all the 

categories in a neCGS sary ser ies. He follows the transcendental 

philosophy, taId.D.g the self-positing ego as absolutely known and deducing 

a set of categories that n"lake this principle true. 

It is often said in defeTl.se of the idealist that by mind he m.eans 

universal M.incl, but according to Fichte! s strict deduction, the universal 

Mind can have no different cognitioD. thaD. the finite individua1 mind, and it 

must intuit space and tiluc to keep its :i.dentity pure. The appeal to an 
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objective mind is thus superfluous. 

The ego and the enviromnent reciprocally detennine each 

other and yet have distinct identitie s. Fichte trie s to shoyv that the 

categories necessarily develop in a certain order to OVerCOIll.e this 

contradiction. The three principles constitute thesis, antithesis, and 

synthesis. The thesis guarantees a unified system; the abstraction and 

positing of an opposite supplies diversified content for the systenl.; and 

the syntbesis supplies fonn. Ii Hegel adopts this dialectical schelna 

to his own objective purpose we should see his object (kno-wledge) 

develop froln what it is :L."lto what it is not, at the beginning los ing itself 

but gradually as it assimilates mOl'e and more of its environnlent becom.ing 

Ie s s distinct fr om. its antithe s is. 

A general notion that "vill lead us directly to the Phenomenology 

is Fichte l s deduction of lower principles frorn higher ones. IIA conception 

is higher in proportion as the m.edilating conceptions, whereby it is 

deduced fron" the highest (that of reality), are less. 11
26 Quality precedes 

quantity; after quantity cornes the category of re1atio'n; and finally, the 

lowly intuitions of space and Hnl.e. In contrast, Hegel l s Phenonl.enology 

moves from. the lovrest to the highest. In the ,?henornenology, the lnore 

rnediation car rieC!. out the higher the concept. Whereas Fichte worJ.<:s 

from his own position backwards, I-Iege1 starts fronl the beginning and 

works toward Fichte l s position. However in that both systems are 

circular and beginning and end are both equally necessary, they are not 



in this sense radically different systerns. 

Next we will discuss Hegel l s criticism of Fichte l s method 

and his own solution to it. Hegel says of the Fichtean philosophy: 

This is the fir st rational attem.pt that has ever 
been made to deduce the categories; this progress 
from one deternlination to another is however, only 
an analysis fron'l the standpoint of consciousness 
and is not in and for itself. 27 

Here again Hegel is attacking the subjectivisn'l of Fichte. The object 

should not be developed by but through itself, by its own initiative. 

With this reflection a false point of view was at 
once introdllcecl, namely that contained in the old 
conception of knowledge, of cOlnrnencing with 
principles in this fOrID. and proceeding from them.; 
so that the reality which is derived from sucf a 
principle is brought into opposition with it. 2 

Fichtc 'starts with the principle of the pure act of the ego and deduces 

frOIn it the phenomenal wor ld which is alien to it. Over against this 

free acting ego Fichte posits the absolutely deterrnined phenomenal 

wadeL In the Vocation .of MaE:. he states: lIEverything that exists is 

deterrnined throughout; it is what it is, and nothing e~se. rr29 Fichte l s . / 
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absolutely fl- ee ego and absolutely detcrJrlined phenOlnena find a mode:.t:n 

Hegel argues that the ego is not a.n oasis in tJ.1.e desert. As 

we have seen it is Hegel! s contention that any subjecti\r() position that is 

abstract and formal \vill neces sarily produ.ce its own. contradiction 01': 

opposite. For Schelling and Hegel tho universe nl'llst be a f:dendly place 
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for the hun'lan spirit. Any fonnalist philosophy will result in an irrational, 

highly poetic description of m.an1 s soul. For Hegel, the objects of 

consc~ousness must develop their own £J:eedorn. The ego of Fichte does 

not find itseJi in the wodd, but finds itself hen'lmed in. Ii one begins 

with fixed principles, these principles will remain external to the things 

they set out to explain, much as a rational plan will ignore fuhue 

contingencies. The major change Hegel m.akes in Fichte' s philosophy 

is to take the freedom. of 'the ego and put it over into the object. It is 

the purpose of the Phenomenol~y to show how this liberation of the 

object takes place in the history of knowledge. The developn'lent involves 

a constant interaction between subject and object - to make the object 

like the subject, i. e. free. In doing this the subject becom.es truly 

free. In a som.ewhat analogous way Oll(; could say that no one ~s truly 

free until all are free, because the forces that bind others may bind 

oneself as well. Fichte's form.alisln consists in isolating the subject 

froIn the object, so that the ego has nothing in coxrnnon with its environnl.ent; 

it is the ultirnate irratiol1.ality; it ~E; there because it -is there, it is the 

thing in itself, 

3. Comprehensiveness: 

Cornprehensiveness in analysis J:'cquires that none of the 

relations of the object be overlooked. The object does' not have diffcrent 

perspect5.ves. One of the , .. elations of an object: is its relation to a 
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consclOus subject and so in any analysis of the object this important 

relation cannot be ignored. For Hegel objectivity arises only when. the 

program of the PheJ~£.Qol(~y' is aIm.ost complete. The program. con

i,Sists of a series of subjective stages. In the prelim.inary stages the 

subject possesses the power to negate but the object docs not; its frecdmn 

is merely formal. Only after going tb.rough this series 'of subjective 

. 
stages does one reach the final state of science. At the cOlnpletion of 

the prograDl. the subject is assured of finding spirit in the object. The 

subject does not luove out of itself and firi.d 2.n a]:ieD envirOnlYlent. A 

fruitful statem.ent by Ar istotle in the De Anilna seeID.s to surn up this 

developrnent f1'on"1 unlike and like. 

As we have said, what has the po\ver of sensation is 
potentially ]jJ<:.e what the perceived object js actu.ally; that 
is, while at the beginning of the process of its being acted 
upon the two interacting factor s ar e dis sirn.ilar, at the end 
the one acted upon is as sim.i~ated to. the other and is 
"d " ]" l' . "t1"t 30 
1 enhca. 111. qua. :11.:y V1'1'· .. 1 J :, 

At the subjective level of spirit the subject does not want to participate 

in the environment and choose s to ignore it. However Hegel :vill sho'w 

. in the Ph~m.enolog'y that this subjective spirit is soon forced to go out 

and m.al(c over the object in its ovvn j.m.age. This assl.FlJption is based 

on the logic of seJ£ consciouslJ.ess which Hegel has aclcpted horn Fichte. 

This seH consciousness possesses fb.c capacity to relate itself to the 

environnlent and rnaintain it.self ever against that env·iionrnent. 



Scientific knowledge, ... , dem.ands precisely 
that we surrender to the life of the object or - and 
this is the sam.e - that we coniront and express its 
:hiner necessity. 31 

It is Hegel! s belief that the l"ll.Ost com.prehensive analysis 

requires a study of the history of the object. The historical object 
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possesses two aspects. First, the natural aspect consists of that part 

of the ohject ,which changes, i. e. becom.es som.ething different. Whereas 

the second, the logical or substantial aspect of the ~bject will rem.ain 

the sarne through tinlC. It is not subject to change. This second aspect 

is the m.iddle tenn which logically unites the series, i. e. the various 

phases of the natural aspect. FrOD:1. Kant! s treabnent of substance we 

know that hoth these rrlOm.ents i. e. rest and change, are equally 

dependent on each other. In the. forn:1.al a ppr oach to the under standing 

these two lTlOm.ents are seen as opposites which are h'l'econcilable. The 

Itcolnpl'ehensive!1 attiL'l..,l.de or what Hegel calls the Concept takes these two 

m.onlents as part of a thir d. 

Any conlbination of rest and change involves a teleology. 

Hegel m.akes a distinction between rational teleology and his own notion 

rational teleology because the end is not present to the naive consciousness 

at the beginning. Hegel vrants to sh?'w in the 1?henoll?~enology' that behind 

the nl.OVelncnts of this natural cOTlGciousness lies the ideal dialectic 

teleology, which const:i.tutes the real goal of co:n.sciouBnesc. The naiv'c 
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consciousness does not view its interaction with the environment as an 

actualization of itseJi, but only as O3,n expedient move on its part. 

Consciousness at this point does not see itself as having a relation to 

the object which is really part of 'vvhat it is. 

When Hegel uses the term "not yet for itseJi" he is expressing 

this lack of having one's own ends before oneseJi. In a rational teleology 

one takes into account the process and the apparent end, but if these 

tenns are brought together arbitrarily the endmay be purely accidental, 

that is, it could easily have been sOlnething else as a result of its 

dependence on envir om:n.ental factor s ,. 

Hegel dem.ands that a pl1ilosopher be com.prehensive, an~ 

not a. natural scientist. Most of our elnpirica.l studies are Ihnited to 

the rational; the ends are nearly always different from what they were 

thought to be in the beginning. To be cOlnprehensive then, the 

philosopher can only analyze those objects which are completed, i. e. 

not in the process of becorning. Ii an object is not cornplete it cannot 

be studied philosophically. ..-. 

Hegel has often been accused of stating that history had been 

cOlnpleted in his own tirne. It sho'uld be recognized that Hegel is forced 

jnto this position by his criterion of surrenderi.ng to the object. One 

m.et110d of studying history consists in locating an event in a set of 

Ch'cUIywtances and proceeding to say that such and such happened 

because of sll.Ch and Duell factor s. Hegel's D.1.ethod differ s £1'011.1. this 
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forInal method in that he leaves the event a certain.aJ:X1ount of freedom to 

develop itseJi. This is not to say that he gives events an irrational 

freedorn \vhich renders them unexplainable. In using the logic of seJi-

I 
consciousness Hegel analyzes an object with respect to its own self 

developm.ent, or how it sees itseJi in regard to surrounding circumstances. 

This done, then and only then can the philosopher with benefit of hindsight 

view the event hi its form.al aspects, i. e. the results which tl1.e object 

itself did not fOl'esee. Fornl.alism, only has meaning once the freedoIn 

(lirnits) of the object has been delineated. An object in the present does 

not possess this forTnal future and thus Hegel must treat the object as 

cOluplete in itseJi. 

The developrnent jn the Ph~").omen~~logy incorpoxates both. tb.e 

fonnal and com.prehensive m.eihod" One can equate the form.aJ. with 

rational teleology and comprehensive with dialectical teleology. 

Com.prehensivcJy eacl!. fltage of the Phen0.!l,eno]2KY if) aJ.1owed to develop 

itseJi out of its own position. Fornl.ally each sta.ge is see'n as 

inadequate in relation to successive stages; which consciousness did not 

foresee at all. Why, then, does the philosopher follow this method? In 

dialectical analysis the' ol)ject lYlllst reflect in it: the l1l.eanS or mode of 

its being knO"\vn by consd.olJ.snes s. In this case the nlOde of knowing is 

being self-conscious. The conscious hUTnan being iE; aV,rare of a. sel[ 

that is con1plete in the present :rn.on,1ent, but at the S;:"..IllC Hrne goes 

beyond this self in relating self to a nCHI.-sel£. Fichte l s. c1ialectic posits 
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a self, a non-se]i and a relationship between these which m.aintains the 

integrity of both. The object in history, however, does not have its 

future, i. e. the equivalent of a non-self, or what is not before it in 

a conCl'ete sense. As an historian Hegel could step in as a iorlnalist, 

as he clearly sees what the object is not, and by relating what it is 

not with what it thought itself to be can realize a truer understanding of 

what was going on. The farther one goes into the past the m.ore one IS 

likely to fjnd an attitude one can criticize as having little historical 

serJ.se, 1. e. little awareness oJ its historical significance. As one 

approaches the pr esent, the philosopher becom.es progre ss ively n"lore 

passive and less critical of the object. Hegel as a philosopher advocates 

the status quo. It is hard to see how a good revolutionary ·would n:lake a 

good philosopher and vice -versa. It would be intcre sting to e:{anline 

the history of political theory to determ.ine whether in general those 

who em.ploy a rational m.ethod are usually revolutionary, \vhile the Inore 

em.pirical theorists are conservative. H so one would expect that Hegel's 

m.ethod is m.o:rc closely allied with em.phicisrn. If Marx in fact adopted 

Hegel's dialectical method it would seem. one should make a clear 

distinction between l'vlarx the historical analyst and Marx the political 

parnphleteer. There have aJ.vvays been two opposing factions in Mandsm.; 

one being concerned with the belief in the rreedoll'l of individuals to 

interact with reality and hc1p m.ould h5.story, the second faction being the 

deterrninists vlllo sb."ess the historical circnm.stances. Le TJ.in , a follower 



of the first x:nethod, was in constant battle with tb.e m.ore slavish 

deterrninists who argued that Russia m.ust first pass through a 

capitalist stage. 

! 
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CHAPTER III 

Hegel's Introduction to the Phenornenology 

Hegel's introduction is m.ore clearly expres sed and rrlOre 

specifically related to the form. of the Phenom.enolo.,gy than the broad 

gene'ralities of the Preface. The Preface '.' ;ds with the proper 

attitude of philosophy, whereas the Introduction treats the nature of 

the object to be studied. It is the character of the object, i. e. 

knowledge, which necessitates the :cnethod advocated in the Preface. 

The overall dia.lectical rnovem.ent i.n the Ph.enornenology 
___ ~'_'~"'"_' __ "_'~'1;._ 

consists in consciousness incorpojrating the necessary f01To. 0:1: DJ.OYCrnent 

of the Phe~~nolog-'Z into the object it is cOnSCiOl.1.S of. Frorri. Fichter s 

dialectic we saw that con.sciousness cou.ld only bring the fonn of an 

object before it, if it negated the content. At each succeeding stage 

of the .?henonl.enoloKY content is negated a:nd the accon~pa.nying {orIn 

...... 

of this origin.al content becOJ.Y1CS the neil content of the next stage. As 

the negation of content proceeds each new j:orm. m.ore closely approxin1.ates 

the form. of the whole Pl'l.eD:?2:E:~:E_olc:g'y, i. e., the relation bet\veen all 

the different stages. The Phcllom~logy starts OU.t \vith a forrn that is 

aljen to its object but ends with this form. being an ir:l.'i:cgral part of the 

object. 
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What is this negating povver which brings the forrn of an 

object into the object as a necessary part of it, i. e. what causes form. 

and content of knowledge to be identical? What is the :moving principle 

that speeds us along on this "highway of despair" ? Hegel answers these 

q'uestions for us in the Introduction. 

He begins by asking whether it is necessary to his exam.ination 

1 
of !'knowledge!' to establish som.e criterion for control. If the stages 

of knowledge as treated in the Phenom.enol0.KY are in error or incomplete 

then what is the criterion for deciding if they are in error? If there is a 

criterion for deciding this, does not this criterion constitute a. pre-

supposition? Hegel rejects the notion that a criterion of this type is 

necessary. Unlike Fichte's philosophy the m.ovem.ent cannot be 

initiated by the reflection of the philosopher. The object or content which 

Hegel is PJ:esenting to us is taken as it is, to develop itself through. its 

own efforts. Th~e forn:1 of the phello~1..~_~lO!£g'y is shown to issue out of 

the content itself i. e. "knowledge". At the beginning only the observing 

subject sees the m.ovem.ent as theXlecessary one but at the end the object 

has inco~cporated this n~overnent as a necessary part of itself. The end 

su.hstancc and subj e ct. 

The tenninus is at tHat point "l,1:/hcre krw\vledge is 
no longer cOlnpelled to go beyon.d itself, where it· finds 
its ovvn :';leU, and the notio.n. corresponds to the object 
and the object to the notioJ1. 2 
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Hegel says here that consciousness is "com.pelled to go beyond itself" -

the question is, why is it com.pelled to go beyond., i. e. to negate itse1£? 

Natural consciousness ("will prove itself to be only knowledge in 

principle or not real knowledge. Since howevei- it im.m.ediately takes 

itself to be the real and genuine knowledge ... ,,3) at each stage sees 

itself as positing real knowledge. If consciousness sees itself able 

to posit "reaL knowledge" what causes consciousness at another point to 

deny or negate this knov/lcdge? Cons ciouflnes s engages in the dual 

activity of positing what is real and also correcting this assertion 

su.bseq-llently. This l'l"leans that consciousne~;s has the negativ'e within 

it. In different words Hegel states the sam.C:' f:hl.J.l.g as £ol1o-,\'s; "con-

sciousness, however, is to itself its ovvn notion". 4 

To the extent that co.nsci01.1SJ:1.CSS lim.its itself it d.istinguishes 

itself frorn what lies outside it, i. c. the independent object in the 

environrn.ellt that exists separate fror:n it. In like m.anner, in positing 

a.n object it also goes beyond this object to th.e surro'lindiIl.g environment 

of the object. It is this going beyond which is characteristic of 
..... 

consciousness and not characteristic of nature, and which initiates the 

nl.oveJ'D.cmt to\",-arc1 Science. Consciousness, interpreted in traditional 

term.s of knowledge, consists of a three part systenl.: consciousness, 

the object of consciollsness aD.d the relation between the two. For 

consciO·Llsness 1.0 have an object before 11:, it ill.ust first disti:6.guish 

itself £:i.-orn that object a.nd stand in reJ.ation to that object, This is the 
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essence of consciousness as distinct iTom. soul, which precedes it and 

fails to m.ake these distinctions. 

The relation of the object to consciousness - the object "for 

consciousness" Hegel calls "knowledge!!. The independent object of 

5 
consciousness Hegel calls !Itruthll. T.his truth pos ses ses Ilbeing in 

itself!!. It possesses this nat-are as a function of the natu.re of 

consciousne.ss, which originally posits the i.ndependent character of the 

object. 

At the sarne time consciousness is in a relation to that object. 

Consciousness has withiJ.1. itself both a subjective and an objective n"lode. 

hl endowh1.g consciousness with the ability to posit objects independent of 

itse]1, one luight argl..1.e that I-Iegel has given the sub:] active m.ind too 

rnnch power. However, it is only t~1.is interpretation tb.at Inake.s any 

sense of the correspon.dence theory of truth. For Hegel, the independent 

object of consciousness is really the r'esult of consciousness. In this way, 

consciousDess can determine whether its kno\vlcdge in fact approxiInates 

the truth. To quote Hegel: /. 

At the SaD:le tirne this l!other l1 is to consciousness 
not n'lere1y I!for itll, but: also outside this relation, or 6 
has a beblg in itself, 1.. e, there is the mornent of truth. 

FLegel! S 21'gm1J.ents here al'e vCJ:'y l:::i.rnilar to the :i.nternaJ. crite:da that 

ernpirical realists ·V.se in arguing that we can disting115r;.:h illusion £rot.o 

the real. Bussed. argues in the sarne way in his book Idea.so 7 
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Not only does consciousness have these two notions of truth 

and knowledge, but it also has the capacity to com.pare the two to see if 

they agree. 

Since both are for the san:1e consciousness, it is 
itself theil' cOlnparison;: it is the sarne consciousness 
that decides and knows whether its knowled§"e of the 
obj ect corresponds with this obj ect or not. 

On the basis qf this capacity to cornpare, consciousness develops irOln 

stage to stage always trying to bring knowledge into closer agreement 

with truth. Consciousness is insecure b10wjng that the object is external 

to itself al1.d its label or naming Inay be an empty notion devoid of t1"1..1.1:h. 

Since truth is dependent on our knowledge of it, it follows that if these 

two obj ects do not agree then a new truth or independent object must be 

posited. If I look at the room., the roon~ exists both independently of 

IYl.e and also llfor n~e" and when I turn away fron~ the roon~ then the 

object becornes only an lobject-per .. se l for Ine. The independent aspect 

of the rool'l1. has disappeared. The negation of the "object-per-se" or 

truth. represents the negation of the content or obj ect of knov1ledge. The 

negation brings fOl'vlard the fOTlYl as a new content, a new object for 

consciousness. Vvhat \vas for Fichte the negation of content through 

abstraction by the philosopher, is here carried out by consciousness itself. 

The positing of reality -. the object-per-se (thesis) - and the negation or 

oppositing of the obj ect for cons ciousnes s are both part of the Hlakeup of 

consciousncs s. 
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When I have turned fro11.J. the room to. a vie\JiI 01.1.t the window 

there arises a new object "for consciousness" and also a nev'\' tri.J.th 

independent of 1'ne. Hegel cans this developm.ent simply - Experience. 

i 
fIe sees this sim.pIe flow of objects past our minds as the reS1.1J.t of the 

negative activity of consciousness. What is experience if it is not 

simply the seeing of an object over beside me which is irnmediatc1y TTfor 

, 
me TT and yet TTindependent of rne TT , 

In the beginnjng natural c01J.scionsJl.ess does not have the 

ability to relate s1.J.cceeding objects because it lacJ.:s m.em.ory. 

COJ.'l.sequently, objects succeed one another in an external fashion. A 

ne\>;? obj ect succeeds the old one bu.t the content or truth of. tbe old one 

is cOD."lpletely lost. To the natul'aJ. consciousness this SeCD"lS to be 

merely a flow of obj ects. .I-Iegel hovi'evcr regardB it as an acq'vity of 

negabng or cancelling that part of the obje~t which is the "in. itselflT or 

the abstract hfeles s substance. Through experience the. naive 

consciousness learns that what it originally took to be independent of 

itself is really not. If one asked a s'L1.bjectivist .vvhaLis independent he 

cou.ld only point to the objects he has experienced and ultirnately the 

objects he is pr(;scntly experiencing. Scepticisl':n. vievls the loss of 

the independence of the fir st obj ect as an indicati.on of its non-truth or 

non-existence. It is only with tho arrival of luernory tha.t consci01..1.sncGG 

builds up an historical sense and sees J.1.(:;\'\1 experieIl.cos in H'.0 co:ntent 

of previous experiences. I-Icgd can then argue that J-J.e. i.s not bringing 
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any pre8~l1ppositions into his work, because consciousness, as he has 

des'cribed it, has all the elelnents needed to develop itself. 

/ 



CHAPTER IV 

The Natural Soul 

Now that we have at'med ourselves with cornpass and hatchet, 

it is time to plunge into the dense jungle in the hope that our newly-

found serenity does not turn into raving lunacy. Before entering into 

the Phenon~?_ol~&y it Inay be helpful to observe Hege].! s transition fr01Yl 

the natural soul to consciou.sness and the general attitude of consciousness 

in its early stages. 

In the Encycl~'2-edi~ natural soul precedes cons ciousne8 s. 

The soul is in direct contact with nature and under its influence. It is 

in harm.onic vibration with and subject to the conditions of nat"c~re. The 

SO"lJ.! does not nl.ake subject-object distinctions; it cannot take itself as 

an object for itself. 

A discussion of the Hegelian and Freudian conceptions of the 

unconscious will clarify this conception of s 0"\11. For· Hegel, the "LIDconscious 

represer.l.ts the general ba.ch:grOlJ..ud of consciousness. This na.i"l11'al state, 

like space and tilne, i~ neces sa:r.y for the developm.ent of higher fonns. 

They are the "absolute preconditionlll or ground; there is no jnd.:ividuaJ., 

no specificity, without this general backgrOl1.nd. As in. a Gestalt conception, 

the background or w'ho1e precedes the foregrGund of Jxtrts. The u:nconscio"L;-s 

55 
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is a generalized instinct that does not dilferentiate the objects it acts 

upon. For exan'1plc, a new-born 2~nin'1al evinces an attraction for the 

fir st obj ect it con'le s into contact with. This instinct is abstract because 

it doe s not involve a specific relation to an obj ect, i. e. it treats all 

objects in the same way. This is what Hegel calls an "abstract u:niversal'J 

which simply implies a general drive which does not discriminate between 

objects. 'these general responses precede ll'l the same way that space 

and time precede the categories. 

Freud's scherna reseInbles Hegel! s in that he regal'ds 

unconscious drives as universal, i. e. occurring in all individuals and 

being abstract in character. For Freud, the proper development of the 

individual consists in the channeling of erotic drives fron'l a non-specific 

attraction to any object, to a specific drive for heterosexual relations. 

Centred on the genital region rather than oral or anal. Hegel defines 

insanity as the rehl1'll to this n'1ore prilnitive attitude of an abstract 

2 
re sponse when specific re sponses have broken down. Freud s-o_bdivides 

th.e development into a serie s of stage s and establisl~es points at which 

cleveloprncnt rnay be hlocked. As an exal'nple, Freud relates the abstract 

activity of the creative artist to his lack of sexual rnahuity and his 

proneness to insanity. Hegel refers us to an intuitive rornantic, Novalis, 

who becalue insane. 

How accord:iJJ.g to Hegel does consciOUSlJ.<::BS develop out of this 

naiural state? The Inovernent ill the PhenoJ.uenology is from general -_ .. -----""--_ ... _ .... ,...,...,.... ... , ... 
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representations of the object to m.ore specHic repr~sentations. The llE"..xt 

step then is to see hO\~v' the nail-ual sou~i liberates itself from the env'iron

ment. We shall folloy\' the soul fr01n its n1.ost primitive state of 

individuality to a state of individuality capo.ble of resisting the environment. 

At fir st the soul is individual rnerely in the sense that it reacts, but it 

is at the m.ercy of every incon1.ing stin.1.ulus. The natural soul gains its 

freedom fro~ this bom.bardm.ent through the development of habit. Habit 

is the repetition of this universal.response irrespective of the existence 

of sti:muli. The organisrn becOlues num.b to irrlIYlediate feeling. 

This habit"ual response of the organislu is the first step tov.la.rd 

freedom. In effect, the organisU'l is excluding certain stim'uli; SOlue 

stirnuli no longer elicit a response. Ii we regard conceptualization as 

a linl.iting or a nl.ovement frorn. more general to 1TIOre specific .response, 

then habit can be recognized as a prirniti.ve. fonn of conceptualization. 

Part of freedolu i.s havi.ng a subjedive response that ignores the external 

stimuli, i. e. the Inessa.ge is not received. This blocl-d.ng out of rnessages 

by ha.bit is a negating action. In establishing repetitive behav5.or the 

organism. stands o\rer against the e:nvircIl.nlent. 

In the beginning environrrJ.CntaJ stim.uli dictate the responses 

of the organislu, whereas at higher levels, when it is ready to pass into 

consciousness the oi:gaJ:1.:lsm has developed habit or what Aristotle and 

Hegel can II se cond nature ll
• Prirnitive form,s of li:fe have t.he least 

specific hab:its, that i$ they have interna.Jjze.d the Inos!: abstract objective 
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universals and therefore their dist:inction f;,·or.n th.e enviromnent is lin1.ited. 

(At the same time they have the easiest tirrw of surviving.) An objective 

universal is simply a repetitive stilYlUlus cOl11.ing in fror.n the environr.nen.t, 

which' deterrnines the subjective habit that will develop. 

Man, on the other hand, internalizes a wider range of stir.nuli 

and r.nore specific stim:uli. In a silnple system the response r.nerely 

duplicates thE} stir.nuli like the contact of billiard balls, but in contrast 

the hUlnan organisnl takes a simple stiJ.nuJi and channels it into the 

nervous systen'1 where nmltiple responses occur. The greater freedOlu 

that the higher organisrn gains as a result of this, precludes a purely 

environrnental approach. By developing habitual responses the organislu 

gradually cuts itsel:f off from stimuli that don't fit the pattern set up; in 

a sense the or ganisl1'1 e sta..blishe s II a priori categorie Sl'. From. a Kantian 

point of view, the rnore pl'im.itive the categories the D:10re objective they 

are, and hence Kan.t l s dialectical I'easoning is the least obj ective, in 

that it constitutes a subjective use of the categories without resort to 

experience. In contrast, in Hegel ' s dialectic conSCi01J.snes s n1.akes its 
;'" 

11'101'e subjective nature objective by acting on the objects outside of itself. 

The acttJ.al soul with its sensations a11.d its concrete 
seli-feelmg turned into ha.bit, haG implicitly realized the 
ideality of its qualities; in this externality it has 
recollected and inwardi:z;ed itself, and its infinite 8e1£
relation. 3 

lnwardizing itself lYleanE\ bccor.aiD.g an obj Gct for itself. The moven,1.ent 

tn. the natural soul is irorn im.r.nediacy to n'1cciiation. The actual soul, 
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i. e. the end of the natural soul before it becomes consciousness, no 

longer takes stim:uli as they are but reworks thelu into its own pattern. 

At fir~t the soul does not disting-u_ish between stim.ulus and response 

because it has no concept of self. As it builds up repetitive patterns 

different stim.uli are ntted into different patterns, which constitute 

a prim.itive way of defining them. Those objects that present an 

imn'lediate stinmli but which incur no general response from the organism 

are separated out fr on"l those that are n'lediated or receive a habii-ual 

response. The actual soul has risen to the level of mediation in which 

imrnedi.acy is lost. This is the state of form.alism., in which nothing is 

givel1. in itself and irrational rnatter, or those stir.n.uli which are not 

m.ediated, count for nothing. 

This luediating 2_ctivity of the actual soul leads to se1£-

transcendence, or a position of a self over against the object, i. e. the 

stage of consciousness. In the last stage before consciousness, the actual 

soul is still a m.onad which designates appearances or immediate being 

as mere dependent D:1.on"lents of its own activity which"'is mediation or 

habitual response. The m.onads rXlcdiating activity of organizing appearances 

eventually leads to the positing of an object independent of the monad. It 

distinguishes behveen its lower levels of ilnl~ediacy a:nd its level of 

n'lediation. The habitui.'lJ responses are distinct frOlu singular responses. 4 

These s:ingle responses arc associated with the priTniU.ve past of the S01.11. 

5 
rIegel giv'es Ote exmuple of drearn.s. In isolati.ng thcr:e singular Tnoments, 
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the soul goes beyond thelu and in carrying out this mediation it becoITles 

aware of itself as outside these HlOHlents. The soul has becoITle a 

subject and a self but it has cut itself off from the im.m.ediate objects. 

In isolating the object the soul gains the ability to isolate 

itself. It would seeIn that both these activities arrive at the same tilue. 

The isolation of the object takes place as a result of an awareness that 

the object has no place in the habitua.l behavior of the organisITl. An 

object independent of tl~.e s'oul is in a state of im.mediacy, i. e. it stands 

outside the patterns of re sponse developed by the soul. At this point 

consciousness relates to itself as an object only in an immediate way. 

In other words it does not recognize its luediatjng activity. The two 

aspects, n'lediate and ilun.1.ediate, are seen as external to each other, in 

the sam.e way that cOlls'ciousness is seen as independent of an object it 

experiences. In relating itself to an ilulnediate object consciousness is 

really Inediating its own self. Ho,vever it doe s not recognize this activity. 

It regards self as substance, in the san1e way that it regards an undeveloped 

independent object in the environrnent as substance. .-

In tb.e prelinlinary phas e, in the Phenomenolog:L cons ciousne8 S 

is in a state of tension because it does not relate its mediating activity 

or fOTlual structure to its inuuediate awarenes s of s elf. The 1'elat:i on ship 

that consciousness first holds toward the independent object is one of 

ilnlucdiacy. The criterion for independence 01" in1.11.'lec1iacy arise s out of 

the de"ilelopnJc:n.t of the 'souL 
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The starting point of consciousness is subjective ideality 

which means that consciousness c1istingu.ishes between its activity and 

the object. As long as ego is merely a bare abstract identity with no 

rnediation or differentiation within it, then the obj ect will necessarily 

appear to consciousness as substance. The relation between subject 

and obj ect m.anife sts itself in the in-unediate relation of space in. which 

both are comp1eted independent of eaeh other. If ego is taken to be 

abstract substance: then any allusions to the "thing-in-itself" which 

lies behind the phenOl'nena are m.erely reflections of the abstract identity 

·of ego. It is Hegel's view that once this view of ego is overcom.G through 

tb.e incorporation of the negating activity of consciousness then the notion 

of "thing-in .. itself" can be done away with. 



Cl·IAPTER V 

Sense -Certainty 

In the next three chapters we will be discussing the three 

phases of II consciousness II: II Sense -certaintyll, II Perceptionll and 

IIUnderstandingll .· We have already shown that the attitude of conscious-

ness dem.aDds that the fonn of knowledge be separated frOln the content 

of kno'vvledge. Consci0usness sees the truth as independent of the m.ode 

'in which it is known. This general attitude pervades all three phases. 

We shall100k on IrSense .. cel't'tintyll as a thesis VJhich takes 

the object to be in an ir:n.mediate relaLioll to consciousness. IIPcrcepticmII 

is the antithesis. It introduces the dichotom.y of iry.unediacy and. I'n.celiacy-. 

Consciousness fails il1. its effort to n:"laintain.a sq)aration between the hvo. 

L'1. IIUnderstandingl1 consciousness does a\'/ay with irrnnechcl-cy altogether. 

Consciousness starts with an ilnrnec1iatc object and ends up·with a \vhoUy 

lYl.ediated object. The three phases constitute a m.overnent fror:n. pure 

intu.itionisln to a pure forrna.lisnl. \7.,111ich in nl.C!.ny 'ways resembles Lcibniz l 

},,1 onadology. 

If we l"cga:cc1 this total proces s from. the point of view of the 

developing consciOlJsness} it cOD.sists in a Inove from. an absolute object 

to em absolute relativism. in vlhich the object beconl.es nothing but a series 
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of relahons with other objects. In Hegel's terrns, the end of the "Under

standing" constitutes a return to "natural soul"; however, now the 

irrnnediate object, if taken without regard to th~ught determ.inations, is 

an irrational nothing. In the tern'lS of the "natural soul", the inl11.l.ediate 

object has passed ove:!,' into the rrlediatlll.g categories of the habitual self. 

The independent obj ect is seen as con'lpletely deterrrlined by subj ective 

rrlind. Consciousness starts out "\vith the object irrlrrlediately given and 

ends up with the cornplete opposite, 1. e. with an obj ect that is ·w hal 

rrleeliated. The develo:pm.ent, throu.gh the three phases illustrates the 

·negation of the L1"ldependent object and the ilhunination of the fonn of 

knowledge as a new content, which constiiutes the truth. Truth is no 

longer seen (lS residing in an irrnnediate ·object but rather in the content 

of consciousness. 

Hegel's purpose in describing this developrrlent is to show 

that the conception of ilmm.ediacy is inadequ.ate. At the level of "naiural 

soul" ir:n.Dl.cc1iacy and the independence of the obj cct are taken as 

synonyrrlOus. The il1.dGpendent object and the self are ... ·regarded as 

inl.m.cdiate and separated frorn the m.ediating activities of the habitual soul. 

Hegel, jn interpreting this for us (0:0. the basis of Kant's categories of 

quality) equ.ates unity wi.th the hnm.cdiate object of intuition, and pluTa,lity 

with the rnediating activity of consciousness. Given this interpretation it is 

apparc:tJ.t that the problex:n. fac:ing consdou~:;ness a.t t.his point is incapable 

of solution on these term.s. It j.G the airYl of consciousness to Jl.'la:i.ntain the 
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pure unity of the independent object, i. e. to keep it free of plurality. To 

do so demands that c(j)nsciousness refrain froD:1- thinldng about the object. 

Howe,:,"er, at this point consciousness is not aware of its mediating activity 

and proceeds in happy ignorance. Not until the irnmediate object is 

negated doe s consciousne s s become aware of its own activity. 

We will new proceed to a discussion of the activity. of 

consciousness in' its !!Sense-certainty" phase. In this phase the object 

exists in a context characterized by aspec1:s which resc:mble Kant! s pure 

forms oJ spa.ce and tim.e. Space and tirn"e in no way determine an object. 

Space is the language \vhich expresses the external relation of objects, 

i. e. they are independent and not given to each other. (This may explain 

why Ell-m.e had S11Ch a hard Ulne finding necessary connections and casual 

relations betvieen objects.) J'ust such 2:.n envi.:ronrnent is necessary to the 

m.aintcnance of the unity of the irnnlediate obj ect. This conception of the 

I!out-thereness!! of objects represents the primitive stage of consciousness. 

The conscious act which involves pointing to an object outside consciousness, 

constitute s na.ive self-tranf,1Cenden,ce. This fir s1: awai"ene s s by cons ciousnes s 

of objecis existing in space and thne constitutes an apprehension. 

Apprehension in Hegel! s tern'lS is an ilYlJ.nediate or intu.itive awareness. 

Hegel win argue that an object apprehended in space lacks 

existence, The mea.ning of existence in this context is somewhat the 

saIne as Plato! s defiD.ition of existence that inv01ve[.1 the power to affect 

another. It is hard to Inake SC:ilSC of thi~, !'bal'e apprehension!! or I'blind 
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intuition" which Hegel has taJ.\.en hOln Kant. It is aTl, apprehension which 

really presents no object at all. Both Kant and Hegel wish to COns t:r.'u ct, 

out of thiA seelYl.i:o.gly ephem.eral apprehension a concrete object of 

i 
e;x:perience. They try to show that an object can only be given deterlninatioD. 

after the xYlind has acquired the a.bility to hold together a series of 

deterlninations; what Kant calls a II synthe sis of apprehensions ". 1 The 

objects of blind intuiti(Illl axe "surface objects", which lneans that the 

outline or distinctness of the object is only apparent when the object is 

in contact with another object. This is the m.os!: relativistic conception 

·possible. 

Figure 1. 

/ 

f. 
\ 

The abstract object is perceived only :i.:f it is in contact with other objects. 

Before each specific object can be c1etcnnined consciousness D:1.Ust run 

through a series of sUl~face objects .and hold thern together, As in Gestalt 

psychology the whole Ft:ecedes the parts. 

Figure 2. 

b, Object,'" inlage 

J.:n tb.is activity liegel' s diale ctical develop:;:l.'lent parallels K.a1'1t's 

procedure. In each. case the rn.ind pasGes frorn one isolated intuition to 

the l1ext. It is D.ot until rnind cOlnpJ.Cll'lents t.hL3 I.legatiD.g .activ·ity, i. e. 
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negating one object before it procedes to the next, with a retention of past 

objects, that the mind is able to grasp a specific Ilobject in'lage ll , Through 

double negation Or synthesis the xnind holds past objects with objects in 

the present, 

Consciousness in its Ilsense-certaintyll phase vacillates bet-ween 

the positions of naive realism and naive idealism. There are i-wo aspects 

to the object, one being its independence from consciousness, the other 

its beLYJ.g Ilfor consciousness ll , The realist stresses the first aspect and 

clairns that we can OD.ly have knmvledge of an already existing object. The 

·idealist claims that the object only exists because he has knowledge of it. 

Hegel is m.aintaining oil: course that both these positions are untenable . 

. However, consciousnes s, not YE!t having .acquired this degree of insight, 

concerns itself with the incompat:ability of the two view s. 

We will first look at the l"ealist position.. In this first lTJ.ornent 

the object is seen as prin'lary and e:3sential, while our knowledge of it is 

secondary. 2 This is the san'le sitl..1.ation that exists in the Introduction 

whel'e consciousness toolc the Ilobj.ect per sell to be the truth. The naive 

realist l s position is highly subjecthre and fonnal as a result. of his 

ignoran.ce of the fact, that his apprcb.ension of the object as presented 

is, in fact, a reilectiOJll of his own abstract ego. ThiD is a wadel view that 

regards the ego as cut off f:emn the exte:t'D.al world. The ego is just: one 

more object among luany. Objects in the world are just there, waiting 

for ·us to experiel1ce ther-n. 
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Naive consciousness experiences objects in a series, each 

new object replacing the last. One object after another passes before 

consc.iousness. At th.e mO!Xlent of apprehension each object is seen as 

possessing essential xeality. Because cOl1.sciousness at this point lacks 

m.em.ory, when it pas ses on to the next object the fir st is totally displaced. 

In effect, it passes into non-being until such tilne as it may again be 

present for consciousne ss. This last is the dialectician! s interpretation. 

He sees this activity of consciousness as a series of negations of "objects 

per se" which render s thenl. solely "for consciousnes s". That is, these 

objects only exist when consciousness IS aware of theln. This !Xlay 

give rise to a skeptical view. 

The object, Hegel says, has a tv'1o fold existence; it exists 

both in the "here" and the !!now", in a spatial and a ternporal clhnens ion. 

Since the object is im.inl.ediate, the "Now" really only' expresses an 

abstract n1.oment, a separation fronl. every previous and every succeeding 

moment. Consciousness does not aclcnowledge true tenl.porality because 

it refuses to recogni7:e annihilation and creation in the description of the 

object. On the other hand it takes the ten1.pol"al aspect to be extraneous 

to the object a,nd atterlJpts to cling to this specious "NO·ViT". In the phrase 

"now is nigbt tirne", the !inow!l is a vacuous. subject and the predicate 

falls completely outside it. S-ubject and object find themselves situated 

within a system of spatial-tercl.poral externality. Space and tim.e are 

the fOJ:m. of <l,ny imxnediate object. 
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T he flow of objects past consciousness causes the content of 

knowledge, i. e. the "object per serf, to be continually nega,ted (passes 

into nonexistence). FrOl'n our superior position we already know that 

the irmnediate object is the result of m.ediation by the actual soul, 

but naive consciousness is restricted to seeing the object as being 

directly presented to it. The end of the dialectical process is to bring 

consciousness to. a point where it recogn.izes this process of m.ediation, 

which produced the inl.m.ediate object as a consequence of its own Inake_. 

up. The subject has the power to determ.ine and differentiate substance 

and substance has the need to be acted upon in this way. Conscious11.ess 

neces sarily goes beyond the irnrnediate obj ect in its determ.ination of 

that object. However consciousness in its rrSellse-ce:r:tainty" phase 

chooses to deny this condition. ·Conscioll.sness concerns itself with 

preserving the innocence of the relationship, but in vain. This is a rape 

of the object which is hot only legal but com.pulsory. FrOl'Yl Hegel's 

standpoint the rape has already taken place, but consciousness has not 

faced up to it. Consciousness in its Sensc-.certainty .. phase is the Inost 

gallant of suitors, never over reaching the bounds of propriety in 

courtship. Cons ciousnes s just wants to hold on to the obj ect presented 

to it, but it is constantly brokell. up by the flo,,? of experience. Consciousnes s 

will soon find that change is part of the object. Consciousness will plead 

ignol-a,nce of the pregnancy, but in il<:"d.n. 
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The expres sion by cons ciousnes s of a particular "this" 

(possible only because consciousness ig1'lores its own mediating nature) 

is an ~.bstJ:·act positing and consequently it automatically passes into its 

opposite, i. e. the "Univer sal N OW'lI. Because content or substance is 

lost as soon as the object is no langeI' "for consciousness", the only 

element of the positing carried over to the next is the "instant now". 

The "ll'lstant now", in that it is com.IYiOn to each positjng, becOlnes the 

"Univer sal Now". Accorcling to naive consciousnes s the tem.poral flow 

falls completely outsidle the object. It does not penetrCl:te the object as 

such. However, hav·i:m.g lost the irillnedia,te object as content, consciousness 

is forced to turn its aittention to this temporal ma-Ilement or "universal 

no\v". 

As an object the "unive.rsa,l now" is highly abstract. Its only 

attribute is its particnlarity. The I~'instant now" is a particular "now" 

and in this respect it j:s like every other "instant nO\;\I". By abstract 

identity Hegel m.eans a l...mity as opposed to a totality in the Kantian sense. 

A unity- possesses the characteristics of a surface object. In other words 

it can only be detennil1.ed in the context of other objects. Ego and object 

as they are available to consciousness for com.parison arc then im.possible 

to deterr.{l.ine. In that each is charC:.ctcd zed solely or.!. the basis of the 

"instant: now" > they arc like two exactly identical points. A point which 

has exactly the san1.e dim.ensions as another cannot lin:J.it it or facilitate 

its dcterxn:ination. This, in fact, conGtitutes a com.pleta denial of 
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immediacy. Through the course of experience consciousness continually 

loses the object and replaces it with the "universal nowT!. This is sheer 

negati~:)ll, oblivious to any content. The obj ect has lost its immediacy 

and bccom.es its exact opposite. It is totally relative. Naive realism. 

has failed in its attem.pt to nlaintain the inv.nediate aspect of its obj ect. 

The naive realist's conception of imlnediacy existing in the object has 

shown itself to be' untenable. 

The naive ideaJist's attempts to establish ilnrn.ediacy in the 

. 3 "I" are equally fuble. The idealist, in this second moment posits that 

the essential aspect of truth resides in the "self" 01' "I". He then proceeds 

to centre his attention on the imm.ediate "I" in place of the obj ect out 

there. The action of the "I" is sil.nilar to that of a cookie-·cutter. The 

object exists in an apparent state of irnrn.ediacy because "I" see: it. The 

abstract ego is no\v the cause of im.luediacy. The object now possesses 

being only when it is a'atached to consciousness. This attelnpt to situate 

imn"lediacy fails for the SaD:l.C reasons as the pre'vious one. The "I" has 

the sa11.-10 abstJ~act quality as the re.alist's object. Lik'e the object, the "IT! 

becornes broJ.-cen up intc:> a series of "I's", each indifferent to the other. 

Both the object and the "I" bein.g conf1"ontec1 with chalJ.ge have cOJ."l"lpletely 

collapsed. As in our diagran"l~ (1.) it is as if the surrounding objects 

were taken away, res"L..1Hing in our irnm.ediatc obj cct disappearing. The 

fact that the "universal no\v" and the ""\..uliversal I" have lost their content 

cOl""npletely, illustrates the abstract level at which consciousness is 
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working; both the obje!ct and the 1;1 11 have becOlne abstxact universals. 

Hegel's point is that to take either the object or subject in isolation. from 

the other will al\vays result in an abstract iorm.alism. 

Consciousness still has one alternative left, that being, of 

course, to situate immediacy in the relationship between s"\).bject and 

4 
object. If both subject and object are in fhl..,~ perhaps the relationship 

between them'is stabl~ and adequate to aCCO"Lmt for the in'1.rnediacy of 

both. Plato in the T]y:~aetetus comes up with a sim.ilar sugge stion is 

defending a theory of perception against the I-Ieraclitean flux. 5 The o.1.).1y 

. real activity now is the act of sensing. This act is an immediate one and 

the "I" and object are two poles of this act, which only COlTIe into 

im.mediate being when there is a sensing activity. Consciousness now 

posits the relation between subje'ct~mc1 object as the ilnrnediate: For 

exanlple, the whole proposition "1- see ··a -t1' ee" constitute s the innl1.ediate. 

For the realist 'tree' was the concrete real, for the idealist it was the 

'I! and in this third m.on'1.ent both 'I' and 'tree' and the relationship between 

then'l, i. e. seeing, are taken as one" to forn.'l a single/concrete reality. 

If one breaks up this relationship, the 'II" and the "novv" revert to their 

abstract state. This forrnulation doe s not allo\);! for anothex obj ect cOIning 

on tb.e scene. In other woxds it does not recognize the universality 0:E the 

object it is relating to. Consciousness can only posit this relation between 

subject aDd object afte:r the content has been eliIninai:cr1. If an object is 

hnm_ediate there is no need to be concerned with its J:dation. 
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This third m.on'lent or synthesis takes up where the previous 

mOlnent left off. The result of the previous mOlnent was that an obj ect 

both "is" and "is not".. The object that is taken u.p into this relationship 

i 
I 

has been posited and negated. Ego, in its aUem.pt to posit an imlnediate 

object, has necessarily in its determination gone beyond, to what the 

object is not. The "now" as an instant is an abstraction ·that eludes 

determination. It has no duration and no content; it is like the geolnetdc 

point. 

The now that is, is other than the one indicated, 
and we see that the novv is just this - to be no longer 
the very blme when it is. 6 

This is the ancient paradox of the "now" that COD:leS into being only by 

passing out of being. This paradoxical "now" is a reflection of the 

mediating aspect of ego, which in any determiDation always goes beyond 

the object of detel'lnin~Li:ion. Think of a blind person running his hand 

over an object. When his b.and com.es to the edge and. goes off, i. e. "vhe11. 

the object v'anishes, at that very D:lOJnent it is determined. ' In the same 

way the object of this fhird ll'lOITlcnt has this dual aspc'ct of involving what 

it is as '\'\Iell as what it is not. 

If consciousness is to rrlaintahl irnm.ediacy, however, it lnus!: 

deny this relativity. In so doing it is carrying out a double negation. It 

began '\vith being which passed into non-being and nov; reinstates being 

by denying Ylol'), .• being. This contradiction is to be expected of naive 

consciousness in its S011.se .. certaiDty stage. Hegel states: 



The naive consciousness too, for that reason, 
is of itself always con'1.ing to the result which is the 
real truth in this case, and is always having experience 
of it: but is always for getting it again and beginning 
the procesls all over. 7 

Consciousnes s is always for getting that the obj ect involves both being 

and non-being. In this case the double negation is a return to the 
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original positing, i. e. being, but the original object has changed. From 

their original 'status the object and the "I" in turn passed into what they 

were not. The denial of this non-befng, in t.he third moment, establishes 

that the "now" m.aintains itself by negating the other "nows". Before, 

each "now" was external to every other "now", but here, the "now" has 

taken on a negative relation to the other "nows". Through this double 

negation the "now" becomes impregnated with the negative or the power 

to n'1.ajntain itself in opposition to other objects. A blind man, passing 

his hand over a series of objects, n:lOving over one object and on to 

another, than one object. 

Figure 3. 

/ 

A tactile detenninatioll,. relies on an irnm.ediacy, that is to say, a purely 

tactile person would never make the above n'1.istake. In fact a bJjnd man 

would never rnake the mistake outlined above, and this is Hegel's point. 

In n'laking this double negation cons ciousne s s ha s go:nc beyond the tactile 

level to the level of the perceptual object, i. e. the Vii'il:l.al. The contra-

diction in denying a nev" obj ect is beyond the blind rnan' s capacity. This 
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deITlands a new forITl of sensing, naITlely the visual s.ense. In a state of 

iITlITlediacy consciousness cannot withstand this contradiction, but if 

a new forITl of deterITl:im.ll"1g arises "V;lb.ich invotves both iITlITlediacy and 
. '. 

i 
I 

n"1ediation, then this contradiction can be overCOlue. Thus Hegel would 

want to argue that the visual develops out of the contradictions which 

arise in the tactile phase. This double negation has resulted in a new 

fonu which deITlands a new obj ect, naluely the II object iITlage ll . 

The new Ilnow ll that has arisen is not an Ilinstant now ll but a 

11duration". As a duration it contai:l1.s parts within it and reflects the fact 

·that it has been ITlediaued. 8 As a result, the Iinow ll is no longer a point 

but a line with a serie$ of abstract points within it. In negating the 

plurality of instant Iinow il it has taken theITl up as a part of its duration. 

It has passed froITl the category of quantity to the category of quality. This 

new Iinow li is unaffected by tho quantitative instants. 'INow ll can be a 

second or an l'Eternityl'. Hegel's exmuple of a lIN OW II is a day that has 

ITlany hours within it. An object can only m.aintain a certaih degree of 

stability by negating the changing enviro11.1uent ar.ound·it. This negating 

involves taking that environITlent up as part of the object. 

The activity-that Hegel is carrying out here, is KanV s 

Iisynthesis" of apprehension in intuition. In order that "unity of intuition 

m.ay arise out of this m.anifold it n"1.1.1.s1: be n!.n through and held together. 119 

In other words the unity of an object lUUSt be united with a plUl-a.lity or 

what it is not to forn"1 a; totality. Hegel's "universal nov,/II is a totality. 
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In pointing out any object I arn at the san'le tin'le pointing ou.t 

what it is not, or in OItheJ~ words, including within the object the process 

of determinmg it. All. obj ect is above because it is not below; an object 

is both this and not this. Consciousness tried to keep rrlediation or the 

"not this" separated from the object but it failed. The mediating process 

could not be kept separate from the irnm_ediate obj eet. Every previous 

activity or determ-ina'Vion is manifested in the result. Consciousness 1n 

its attem_pt to exclude the negative p:rocess fmds itself coni:t'onting a 

new object which rnaintains itseH by the very process consciousness 

. wanted to be :rid of. 

The obj ect of imIlwdiacy is not the saIne obj eet at the end 

of the proces s as it wa,s at the begiTln,ing. Every deterlnination which 

at first appears to leave the obje'ct ~onl.pletely alone, in acl-1J.al_fact changes 

it a great deal. The very result we have seen C01nes out of the need of 

sense -certainty to have an immediate 'obj eet. To get to an im_l.1l.ediate 

object consciousness :iJs forced to accept Inediation as being part of the 

object. /' 

We saw consciousness start out: by taking the truth as an 

irrnn.ediate object which resem.bled Aristotle's conception of rnatter. 10 

This is the m.ost abstract conception of n'latter, which has no differentiation 

in it. In the begiJ.ming s1.lbject and s1J.bstance are total opposites, but at 

the end -Vire b_2.ve seen the object take on a. plurality of parts. The object 

h3,s gon.e a little way t<D'Nards becolYling suhj ect by i.ntcrnaliziJ.1 g this 



plurality of ITlO1nents. In. the section on Ilperception" the Iluniversal 

now ll becornes the Ilthingll and the Ilinstant nows ll becorne the qualities 

of the I'thing ll . 
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CHAPTER VI 

PERCEPTION 

The diffel~ence betviTeen IIPerception" and Sense-certaintyll 

consists in the fact that consciousness is now aware of an interference 

between itse1£ and the object. Consciousnes s now realizes that its 

experience of the indepeJ'l.dellt object cannot be direct; it is clouded by 

its own relation to the object. The desire of consciousness is to 

dderm.ine the effect it has on the object, cancel that effect, and in t1:1.is 

1 
way get at the object Ilbare and nakedll , However, the attem.pt to 

hang on to ilnrnediacy in this fashion is inherently contradictory. The 

proposal to cancel rnedi3.tion involves a denial that this new ac.tivity will 

have any new effect Olt. the obj ect. The real result, unbeknowst to 

consciousne;ss, w:in be a new ohject that is even more deterrnined by 

its relation to consciousness and to other objects. Consciousness has 

yet to learn not to trust itself with a. naked object. 00nsciousness no 

longer h8-s a siD.gIe relation to th.e object but a dual one, involving both 

a direct and an indirect aspect. To 1118.intaiJJ. em independent object or 

an object with a certain. a.D1.0u:n.t: of t'lubst:antial:ity, cO:DsciousJ."!.ess ·will try 

to Jzeep these two aspects of its relation separate. In the end, however, 

substance loses out tOi thc qualitie.s that sUJ:rouYl.d it. The result may be 
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likened to phenorn.enal:itslU. 

In. this section on "Perception", the object before consciousness 

has (also) becorn.e rn.ore cornplicated in that it now has th1'ee aspects: its 

u.nity or substantiality,. i.ts plurality of qualities, and the relation between 

these. In an aCCO"llnt of this dual relation consciousness has to the objec~ 

which occurs in every judgern.ent, there are two aspects to consider. 

First, if I po'sit what a thing is, at the sarn.e tilne I arn. positing what it is 

not. Second, If I take the object as a Ullity I anl forced to take into 

accolmt the rnany properties that it has. More technically one can say 

. that whenever som.ething is posited, its opposite also occurs. The object 

is both "this" and "not this". These two I"lJ.Ol1."lcnts occur in every 

judgern.ent in this secti.on. Hegel says of perception: "for it is OD.ly 

perception that has J:legati.OX.1., distinction, m.ul.t:iplicity, in its very nature. ll2 
. . 

The unstabJ.e L!nificabon of sense qualities and thought 

detern"linations causes these cord:radictions to arise. The stable "object 

irn.age" is at the m.ere)" of ch8.nging sense qualities, while at the sarn.e tirn.e 

the sense qualibes oV\'O the:lJ:' distinction to the unity of the object. This 

tension in vv'hich substa111t:iality wisb.es to free itself frorrl change, reSl:l.lts 

in the expulsion of i.nl:tJ.'J.ecliacy £1'01:0. the object. At the end of this section 

on "Perception" wc arrive at pure thougbt, i. e. the liUnclerstandil1.g". 

},1eanwhile the outlook: of "Perception" which sees the object both as a 

SUbS1:;:tI1Ce and as a pluJrality of qualiti(:;s YD .. ust l'UD. its course. 
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The two lTIIOments of the previous object of "Sense-cert"dnty" 

(the "instant now" and the "universal now"), ha.ve taken on the aspects of 

IIPerc~ption"i they both. now involve a n1.ediation or relation to what they 

are not. The qualities of the thing h.ave botJ.1. the attribute of bejng 

dependent on the 'Ithing", in which case they are called a propertYi and 

also the attribute of being indifferent to the thing, in which case they are 

a mere quality of the "'thingll. In like lTIar.l1ler the thing is both indifferent 

to its properties and also dependent on them. for its unity. Put simply, 

the unity of the thing is dependent 011. the excluding power of its properties, 

(a black ball cannot be white, etc.), and at the sam.e time, a quality can 

exclude its opposite (black-white) only because it belongs to the unity of 

the thing. 

One can neVer pin down the lIobject imagell to an e:x;·act 

de scription. If we take one characteristic of it to predominate then one 

is im.rnediately contradicted. Some qua.litie s can change and leave the 

unity of the object unchanged, whereas others cause the object to change. 

A chair is still a chair whether it be reel or blue etc. "but if we take away 

four legs what is left? The history of philosophy is full of accounts 

dealing with the exact $tatus of the object image. The separation of 

qualities into primary and seconda.ry· il1ustra~es the aI"x1bivalence betweeTl. 

mediation and inl1TIediCl.Jcy tbat Hegel describes in "PeJ:ception". IIPerceptioD. 11 

or tbe att:i.t1..lde of common .. sense"3 probably has its best historical example 

in the work of Locke. This vievv' of perception precipitates the probJelTI of 
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nominal versus real essences, 

In the first few pages 0:1: this section, Hegel describes the 

three mom.ents of the object-im.age. The first moment involves the 

sim.ple isolation of the obj eet witho·ut regard to its relation to other 

objects. 4 The object is just a unity or m.ediu .. m. in which properties such 

as white, pungent, cubical etc. interpenetrate. 5 Each property is also 

taken in isolation from. its relati0l1 to other properties. In describing 

the odour one does not have to take into accoUJ.1.t the colour. This 

mOluent takes both the thing and its properties as simple inunediacies . 

. Ii we take unity to rneam that no mediation has occurred, and a plu.rality 

to represent a m.ediation that has taken place, then we can see that this 

hn.m.ediate obj ect contains a contradiction. It is equally a unii:y and a 

p]xtrality. 

The second mOlnent of the obj ect is the opposite of the fir sf:. 

It introcl-uces rnediation into the parts of the object. It is fou.11.d that 

qualitie s are not totally indifferent to each other but in certain instances 

exclude each other. A black object calU1.ot be white. This is 1::he mediated 
---

aspect of a property. The exclusion of opposite properties is a consequence 

of the unity of the thing. Thus consciousness finds that the thing is not 

lY.lcrcly a pas sive medittJ:ll but an Il exc:luding repelli.11.g unity". 6 In like 

luanner tl1.o thing is a unity because certajn propcrtie s exclude other 

properties. It follows that fo~~ an object to be distinct there lU"l1.st be 

properties outside t.he obj ect that 3.1"C cxcludecL 'Thus, consciousne s s 
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finds in the second m.<Dl1.1.ent the cOl1"lplete opposite of what it found in the 

first. The thing is deten1.1.ined by its properties and the properties are 

deterrnined by other properties. The detern"lination of the nature of the 

object involves the di$covery of its relations. 

The third 11.1.011.1.ent consists 0:£ the relation bet-ween the first 

and second 11.1.o11.1.ents. Consciousness C011.1.es to see both isolation and 

relations to be i11.1.portant aspects of the !!object i11.1.age!!. The activity 

of the second HlOn"lent is inherent in' the first xnor:nent and vice-vorsa. 

The object has the double natUJ:e of being independent of other objects 

at the sarne tim.e it is dependent on the11.1. for its uniquene s s. 

When naive cOD.sciousness recognizes these contra.dictions 

in the object, (consci.ousness in !!Perception!! will a.lways find opposing 

11.1.om.ents), it will eXhdl..uit all p~ssibilities in its atte11.1.pt to keep these 

contradictory aspects separate. The first attelnpt m.ay consist in 

attributing one aspect to the object and its opposite to the distorting 

t · ',. f . 7 aC"lvHy 0: conSClClusness. F or instance, if unity is a charactel"istic 

/ 

of the object, then plurality is a distc)rtion m.a.de by COl1scio1.1.sness, Here 

we have a rnore sophisticated Inode of representing realh:;rn c:md idealisrn. 

Consciousness, seeing its activity as a distortion of tb.c object., proceeds 

to deter:nline what the distortion is and do aVi1ay with it. By deterrn.inlD.g 

the reflecting nature of: water one can detex'DJ.ine the original direction of 

light, but in dialectics a siD:1.ilar procc(lur(~ will not elicit an analogous 

result. In its atter.npt to negate distortion consciolJ.sncss is really 
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incorporating that distortion into the object. 

While "Sense-certainty" ilJ.volved the category of quantity, 

"Perception" involves the relation betvleen quantity and quality, and 

e:ventually the expulsion of quantity frorn the scene. Just as in Fichte' s 

dialectics the introduction of quantity allowed for reciprocal limitation 

of ego and non-ego, here consciousness separates substance frorn the 

, 
accidents or distortion,s. The truth is maintained in the object (that can 

be apprehended), but the contradiction is a result of the reflective 

activity of consciousD.ess. The opposition in the object is seen to be 

. caused by consciousne:B s. The relation bet\veen subject and object is 

no longel' solely direct but involves an indirect aspect which consists in 

the barrier betweeJ1 th~n"l, Consciousness runs into a problem. because 

it is unsure which aspGcts belong to the object and which are the result 

of distortion, It tries out the tv'lO possibilities for size. 

In the first in.stance, the unity or substance is taken to be the 

true aspect of the object and the plurality of aspects are only "for 

cons ciousnes s". When Hegel labels the subj ect a universally.u::~diurn he 

means that is like a si~ve that filters the unity of the object into a 

"n"lanyness ll
• However· a.s before, the unity of the object is dependent on 

its exc1ud.:ing pl'operties and the properties cannot be separated £r01ll the 

object or it can no lOD.gel' Inaintain its unity. Conscim1.sness, having 

discoverGd that it cannot take "m.anyness ll away from. the real object tries 

the other alternative. 
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This tirne consciousness regards itself as responsible £01' 

unity in the obj ect and posits the properties as the real obj ect independent 

of consciousness. The se propertie s are really uncom1.ected and exist 

apart; they only appear as a unity in relation to consciousness. Hegel 

. .8 
calls these properties llfree n'latter" , somewhat similar perhaps to 

the modern terrn "sensle-data". The unity ascribed to consciousness, 

Hegel terIns· lI'circumscribjng surface". 9 Here as in the previous n'loment 

the result or Totality it> seen as made up partly by cons ciousnes sand 

partly by the obj ect. This new attempt at separation is no more satis-

factory than the previ01r!.s one, for properties independent of COIl.scionsness 

cannot exclude other pr operties without the unity of the thing. 

Consciousness as a result is forced to conclude that these 

two ITlOrn.ents of "apprehension" and "reflection" are both aspects of the 

object itself. Through the atteIYlpt to separate these contradictory aspects, 

it has becom.e clear to consciousness that both are in fact essential aspects 

of the "object image". The result ie: a new object which contai..1J.s both 

of these opposing InOn'l0nts. The o.bject is "for itself".· in that as a mere 

unity it is independent of external properties, and it is TTfor anotherlT in 

that this unity is dependent 011. its properties excluding other propel'ties. )0 

The obj oct taken jn isol:ation is one obj oct, and taken in relation tq other 

objects is a second object. Consciousness now sees the object in two 

k\'i. 'i~i\ _i·bd\-
parts, one non-relational; the ot.her relational. It haf} yet to resolve this 

contr adictiol1.. 
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The third lUOlJ."lent for consciousne s s is to determine the 

relation be1:\veen these t-VIO aspects of the subject. I-low can the independ-' 

ence of the object and its relation to other obj ects be part of the sarne 

real obj ect? Hegel de Slcribes the situation as follow s: 

The object is really in one and the saIne respect 
the opposite of itself. - for itself II so far as II it is fOT 
another and for another II so far as" it is for itself. I 

By 11£01' itselfll Hegel !Dleans a thh1.g, a self-existent lone l which does not 

stand in relation to others. But this position is done away with because 

the object taken into its im.mediacy has "its essential reality in anotherll. 

That which m.alces the object unique is the very thing that destroys its 

independence. The object is distinct in that it has a distinct property, 

hut at the same thue the distinct property (that which makes the object 

what it is) is in turn depen.dent on the unity of thG object for 1:11.G toxpression 

of its distincb1.ess. What is developed hGre is simply a reciprocal 

relation in vvhich onG object is necGssary to the determ.ination of anoth.el' 

object and vice-versa. Once one ho.s realized that Iiself-exlstence" and 

"existence for another" are two essential aspects of a/single unity, one 

has attained the level or attitude of IIUnderstanding". 12 

As the tactile in II sense -certaintyll could not accept the 

conl:xadici:ion of an objGct m.ade up of l)a1'ts, so "PerceptiolJ.11 cannot m.alee 

sense of an object that $eelxlingJ.y goes beyond the "object irnage ll £01" 

what it really is. The motion of reciprocal determ.inatiol1. can only be 

under stood at t.he level of pure thought. Reciproca..1 detCJ:'lTlination is at 
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odds with any conception of im.m.ediacy. An object does not exist except 

in relation to sOlnethj.l1.Ig else and cannot be in relation to sorrlothing else 

unless. it exists. In keleping with its forn"lal plan consciousness will 

next try to oVercon'le this n,ysterious state by elin'linating existence as 

a factor. In other words a thil1.g exists only after its relations are 

developed. This constitutes the substance of the section on "Under-

standing Tl
• 

llPerception" started out with an atteInpt to n'laintain a 

separation between irrull'1.ediacy and Inediation as a purely external 

relationship. However, they have now mCl.nifested thernselves as 

internally related ,,/ith each equally dependent on the other. Consequently, 

consciousness no longer views its. mvn activit ies as distorting the object, 

b h . t'" . 'J. • t " , 13 ut 011 t. e contrary sees Its ac 'IV1Cles as a pos1Clve con ·rlDut](;))]. 

This conception of the :role of cOD.sciousness is sin'1.ilar to the attitude 

of Kant' s philosophy. Thought determinations taken together with raw 

m.aterial produce the concrete objects we experieDce. Kant regards his 

own view as providing the solution to a:ny problem.s sl-tch as the 011e that 

Locke had. Thus~ the next section is a critique of the Kantian philosophy. 

Once again we have seem cOD.8ciousness go beyond the object it started 

out to detern1.ine and COD.S cquently, it has to develop a new forIn or 

attih1.de l:O\vard its obj elct. 



CHAPTER VII 

Force and Undel'standing 

This section on force is one of the lnore difficult, perhaps 

because the. o~ject treated here is less fam.iliar to us than an object-

iInage. At the saIne tin'1e this section is n'1ore Hegelian in its stress 

on "becorning". 

In this section, as in e"l/ery precedin.g one, the starting 

point or the object des:ignated as "for consciousness" is the final 

"forIn" of knowledge olf the iInInediately preceding phase. At the end 

of "Perception" we saw that the unity of the object was deper.tdent on 

its relation to otll.Cr objects and vice versa. It is this reciprocal 

detern1.ination that "Force" as an object conveys. For every action 

there is an equal and opposite reaction. We cannot have actual force 

without potential force a.nd no potential force without actua.l force. Th.e 
",-, 

n'1ode or attitC:l.de of COllsciousnes s in this section is one of com.pJ.ete 

D'1ediation, xid of aD.y .f.lensuous ilnmp.diacy. This is the xesult handed 

dow:n. hom. "Perception" to "Understanding". This is the dialectic 

])'1oven1ent in which the ion-n. of "Perception" is now the content of 

'IUnder standin.g" , 
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The section on "Conscicn.lsncss ll began by taking the truth to 

reside in the imluediate obj ect, but at the end of the section on "Under-

standing" truth resides in the detenninations made by the subjects. 

In the last chapter we saw the trend toward an object that involves its 

relations to other objects, and more specifically its relation to so 

consciousness. Substance:in its atolJ:lic state is shown to involve more 

and n~ore the tem.poral. m.ovexnent of phenom.ena - it is becoming more 

subject-like. "Thought" is replacing "Being". Consciousness at the 

beginning of this third phase does not yet see the activity of the object, 

i. e. the change that takes place within the object, as its own activity. 

It simply takes this neVJ object 'iForce" as an independent object which 

cons ciousnes s rnerely observ'es. 

In "Perception" consciousness took unity and plura~ity to be 

.... ~. .. ," 
separate and tried to relate them in va'dous ways. Here in this section, 

consciousness looks on. UlJ.ity and plurality as an internal relationship 

,vithin one obj ect. ", .. in other words absolute opposites are in:l1uediately 

posited as one and the same reality. "I As an attitudc:( 0:[ tho'.1ght this 

D.1.eans that an object's properties are deterrnined by its relation to other 

objects. A fUD.ctional equation, i. e. y::::£(x), is an exaluplc of this. If 

one knows the valuc of "Yil one also knovJs the value of "X" and vice·· 

versa. The internalization of the forrn or relation can best be illustrated 

by a diagraln. 
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unity plurality 

2. Internal Relat:iJon unitYI~ object . 

~luralitY 
This ll1.ternalization ·of the fonn jnto a ne\",? object is one of the 

basics of dialectic. Somehow through a synthesizing activity the hum.an 

mind runs through a series of externally related objects and binds them. 

together as one unified object. Hegel's processes, negation and 

internalization, are similar to Kantl's synthesizing activity of rnind. Hegel 

.believes tll.at the a1)stract m.ind isolates what shouldn't be isolated and it 

is only in the concrete m.ind that am.bitions resulting from this isolation 

are seen to be false. 

When the fOrIn or relations of the obj ect are external to it, 

they in no way deterrnine the object. When the "fonn" has been 

internaHzed the relatio~1.E; are part of what the obj ect is. The obj ect is 

both fan'll and content. What it is, is what it is related to, .and vice-

versa. In other words 'I£orrn'! and "content'! are identical. 

This mutual identity of form and content m:ust be grasped in 

order to follow the dev<f)opn"lent in the IIU:rJ.derstandint l. This fOJ:mula 

affects the relation consciousness has with the object. Consciousness 

takes its lelatioll to the object to be the sarne as the object itself. 

We rnust thereiore rnake trial whethe:;: we m.ay not 
have rnore success in the task of rnetaphysics, if we 2 
suppose thaJt objects luust conform to our knov:lec1ge. 



Distinctions in the object - distinctions between form and 

content - will be made for the ~ose __ ?Lanalysis; c1istin.ctions, in 

fact: of elements that are not distinct, and not separable. Dwelling 

on distinctions in the object 'which are wholly the result of thought 

determinations, cons<tiousness will produce for itself an object that 
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is pure thought. Though consciousness makes light of its own activity 

it is, in fact,' remakin.g the object. It is Hegel l s purpose here to show 

a transition from Kant to the bare subjective formalism of Fichte. 

This identity of fonn and content is expressed in the self-positing ego: 

Ego is ego, I an~ I, a bare tautology, the essellce of fonnal thought 

where content is unir.o.portant because form is content. 

Form and content are id.enticaJ., but because conscionsnef!S 

as surne s a distinction bet'ween then~ it will be making detern1.inations 

and judgernents of the object which. are already cancelled by tIle object. 

The distinctions set uJ? are only Ilfor consciousness ll . Consciousness 

beconJ.e s aware of its abstract activity of separating the form. of an 

object frOID its content. It n1.akes a clear distinction .. behvcen its own 

thought determinations and the being or existence of tho object. The 

nominalist ta1\:es th.ose detenninations to be solely an activity of the n~i1J.c1 

in the 8m.ne way that consciousness has done here. P ... :n idoa.J.ist on the 

other hand sees, that si11.ce forln and content a.re the same, any negation 

or J.oss of content will res'ult in a forrn. that is 110 different fron'l the 

content. This is the case because the T'l.cg8.tion has ah-ea.dy been carried 
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out by the obj ect. 

We will n<Dwsee in Inore detail how this process evolves. 

The new object for consciousness in "Unc1.erstanding l1 is I1Force l1 , which 

expresses an identity of form and content. The activity of perceiving 

and the object perceivted are no longer separate as they were ill 

I1Perception l1 , but are now two aspects of the same object. Having 

its own form or detertnjnation within itseJi means the object can 

develop itself independently of consciousness or other objects. Any 

contradictions in the ~bject are resolved by the object itself and not 

by consciousness as wa.s the case in "Perceptionl1 . The previous 

activities of consciousness now find them.selves in the object itseJi. 

This is what is meant by Hegel when he refers to the I1process of 

3 
perceivingl1, which l1assu.l.nes objectiv'e fOrIn". 'VVhat was formerly 

an activity of consciousness is nmv an activity of the object. Hav'ing 

incorporated its forn'}. Or relation to others, the object is able to 

deternline itseJi. 

I1Force" is Inade up of. two ln01Y.l.ents: ... 

(a) a passive state which corresponds to se1£
e:xtistence and 

(b) an active state which corresponds to being
for -another. 

These states are tV'10 aspects of the sanlC thing. That which i.ncites 

ct110ther to action js a1,80 acted upon by the other which incites it to 

jncite. When I pu:::h a.n object I am. getting a response from the object 
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which is its resistaJ.'lce to ITly push. This resistance gives rise to :my 

use of force. In this section Hegel has in :mind certain aspects of 

physics. In terrns of content the two aspects of IIForce" are ahvays 

[distinct, in that they are always oppos ite to each other. In fOrI'll, 

however, the two are not distinct, in thai each exists only through its 

relation to its opposHe. In keeping the two aspects of c.o1'1tent distinct, 

consciousness is also:making a distinction within for:m and thus presents 

an abstract account of IIForce ll
• Vvhe1'1 I-legeJ. says that the two :mo:ments 

of IIFol'ce l1 have no independent substance, he :means that they are 

nothing outside of their relations to one another. When consciousness 

realizes that its distinction in content is superfluous, it will have 

effectually eli:minated subE:tance. 

The fir st rXlorrlent of IIForce ll
, Hegel likens to substanc.e. 

"Forcell is withdrawn. into itself holding its opposing aspects together 

within itself. This is potential IIFqrce", a rock on top of the hill 

ready to roll. The second :mom.ent is the negation of the f~rst. This IS 

the lOrI'll of IIForcel1 or its activ'e state in which it gives exp17essicn to 
,.-. 

itself. An exam.ple v\Thich Baillie gives is the :mass pOint,4 which 

represents the first r:o.om.ent, and the lines of force drawn £1'01'11. it, 

which are its expression. If wc can conceive of the second :mo:ment 

leading to the first as a traH of blood leads to the body, then we can call 

this second lnOlnel1t the lYl.ediation of the fir st. The fir st rnom.ent of 

IIForce l1 corresponds to that irux:nediate object ,vc saw arise out of the 
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I7 natural SOUlll
, and the second rnOITlCn-C corresponds to the rn.ediating 

activity of consCiOUSItleS S which WCl.S at fir st taJ.cen to be external to the 

immediate object. Consciousness no longer treats the object as immediate 

but sees it as a rnediating object. This rneans that the object through 

its own expression points towards its own existence (imnl.ediacy). The 

mediating activity of the Object is a directional activity that points away 

froID itself'to it$ imn"lediate existence or substance. More sirrlply, this 

means that, conscio'usness only becornes aware of the existence of an 

object through its m.aili£estations. These mahifestations we call 

appearances. AppeaJ!'ances are the rniddle term. that connects 

consciousness to the independent object. The object is nO longer 

directly presented to consciousneSs, but rather is indirectly a.ccessible 

to consciousnes s through appearances or signs. This result 1S in direct 

opposition to the original assunJption of consciousness. Now the 

imm.ediate object is hidden, only the xnediating activity is present for 

consciousness. 

Since a distinction is rnaintained between the independent 
---

object and appearances, consciousness is forced to regard it as 

existing in som.e supetsensible world of the beyond. The only way this 

object of the beyond can be reached is through the deteym.inatioll of the 

organiza.tion of appeaJ~ances. To put it into Kantian tenDS - the l'node 

of appearances as c1e.term.ined by consciousness, i. e. ho\v a.n object is 

presented. Transcendental logic is as close as we can corne to th.e 



object beyond or the !Ithing-in-,itselt:'. 

In II Perce'ption" the Ilobject-im.age" was a collection of 

properties, but here we have a collection of appearances that point 
, 

~o an object beyond. The appearance taken in isolation is the sam.e 

as the old "object-image'l . The incorpor'ation into the object of its 

relation with other obdects is an appearance. Since the .object has its 

relations within ,itself, the relation to other appearances has been 

cancelled. 

We have therefore no idea of substance distinct 
frolD that of a collection of particular qualities, 
nor have We any other n"leaning when we either talk or 

. "j' 5 or reason concernm.g 1;, 

These new appearances are atom.ic qualities cornplete, within then.'1-

selves. The only connection they have to each other is that stated 

in the law of as sociadon, or what Hegel calls the II Law of Force 'l . 
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Historically the m,ovement from, !'Perception" to the" Law of ]Torce" J.S 

a transition f1'o1'1'1 Lock.e to Hume. 

After the saIne fashion as in !ISense-certainty,i where the 

simple "now" was con1:inually being lost to a plu:ralit)~ of "nows" and in 

"Perception" wb.erethe unity of the object was dependent 011. its 

properties, here the sleries of appearances are 1'1'1aintained in a Ineaning-

iul unification by the inner being, i.. e, the object beyond or the II Law of 

Force"" Each inclividllal appearance pas ses out of being but is connected 

to the next appearance: thJ~ough the xn.ediurn of th~ law of the beyond. 6 
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This atorniz,ation is what alloyvs appearances to be connected by thought 

detenninations. This expresses the dialectical process in which the 

object, which is at first perceived in a tangle of relations with other 

objects, has these relations cancelled by taking them. up into itself 

and ends by cutting itself adrift, freeing itself to take part in a larger 

arena - nalnely thought. Conventionally this is viewed as an abstracting 

activity in which the CDbj ect is simply lifted out of its empirical context. 

It is Hegel's contention ho\vever, that this dialectical proces s does not 

ignore the context or relations of the object. In this detennination of 

the object, consciousness is not dealing merely with an 1I0bject-irnage" 

but with the relations of an object in temporal series. Hence an 

abiding interest in causality. The interest is not that of Kant's first 

mon"lent of the categol'y of relatJ.on, substances and accidentia, but 

rather the interest is that of the second m.oment - cause and effect. 

In "Sense -certainty" the external relation of tb.e "no\v" 

and plurality of !!nows" becalne internalized to produce the object of 

II Perception". The o1Dject of i' Pe~'ception" in turn internalizes the 

objects relations to otb.er objects to prodi..l.ce the a.ppearances and the 

II Law of Force!!. Thel old object and :i.ts ITlOn"lents arc taken up as 

mere m.om.ents in the .new object. This concretely expresses \vhat 

Hegel meant in the Preface when he '8po];:e of past objects or processes 

becom.ing dead rnorn.el1ts to a new perspective. 7 
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1. Sens e .·certainty 

o 0 0 0 

o 

In trperce:ptionll one ha.d to worry about substa.nce changing, 

but in !!Understanding!! a change in appearance is just a further m.ani-

festation of the object lying beyond. By putting the object in the super-

sensible reahn one hcas saved it frorn tern.poral change. By going beyond 

the !Iobject .. image" c<D11.sciousJJ.ess surrenders it to pure change. The 

tr Under standing!', in jja.ct, r epr es ents the inverted rnirror in1.age of 

"Sense-certainty". Instead of the loss of the truth through change, 

change now jn the for tn. of appearances leads to the truth. Instead of 

unity leading to a plurality, a plurality leads to a unity. 

In this first expression of law and appearances, the lav;;- is 

not much rno1'e than the appearances thern.selves. Anyone is free to 

collect a series of appearances and call it a law. From this pure 

phenomenalisrn ariseS> the question as to why my laws are sin.l.ilar to 

yours. Nc,v appearances result in a new law being c;oncocted. When 

a doctor records the $)T1nptoms of a disease, one hopes that he has 

gotten an of thern. If no general l2~vv can be discovered it means one 

has not yet isolated an th.e m.oXll.cnts of an individual object, so that it . 

is possible to transccnd it and put it into its appropriate slot. Not a1l 

properties are as yet seen as relational. The object.·irnage has not yet 

becorne a cOIYl..pletely at-cornic appearance. For example, a healthy citizen 
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of the state subordinates his IYlOre prim.itive drives to the higher ll'lterest 

of the state, but there are sorne unfortunate people who operate in the 

rever se manner. They have within them.selves object-im.ages which 

have not been atomized and subordinated to higher ends. The whole 

purpose of Freudian psychoanalysis is to ferret out these object-

ilnages and let them. have their say. Hopefully, the individual returns 

to society a healthy hUlnan being. However the question, whether it is 

better to be tied to 1:v10ther or IBM, is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Hegel is criticizing a form.alism. which pren'lahnely j1.1.mps 

from II Perception" to "Unde1: standing" -- specifically the formalis:rn 'he 

takes Kant! s philosophy to represent. Ii the content or previous rll.ornent 

has not completely pUll' ged itself of external J:elations, 1. e. internalized 

these relations to become a com.plete object, then rough shodding over 

this incom.pletion will result in contradictions. Hegel athibutes Kant! s 

antinom.ies to this fornl.alisnl. I-Ie criticizes Kant for being too soft, for 

failing to rid the object of contradictions before allov/ing it to crop u.p in 

thought. 

If one ignores the varying appearances then the law of un.ity 

itself will event.Ll.aJ.ly show diver sit"y- or contradictions within it. A naive 

example of this is Thales l principl(~ of water which is immediately 

contradicted by other pJ:inciples. 

The fir st (J}ialectic al rnornent betwe en the unit~T' of the beyond 

and the appea.rances results in the la\v or unity takh1.g the plurality of 
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appearances into itself as a plurality of laws. One law is not enough to 

explain all appearances. Kant, having said that the ITlind seeks greater 

and greater unity, is forced to inb:oduce a new principle of the ITlind. 

Since scientists do differentiate between objects, he irrcroduces the 

differentiating aspect of ITlind. The systeITlatizer s - Fichte and Hegel -

would. say that Kant has failed to recognize the necessary or internal 

connections between the principle of unity and the prll'lciple of diversity. 

Just as consc:iousness has posited the fact that appearances 

lead to a unifying law, siInilarly, it takes the plurality of laws as 

appearances that poin(c to a more abstract law. Consciousness lets 

8 
these lai,vs !!coalesce into a single law". Consciousness has devcloped 

nl:w laws which aloe nlOre abstract and ITlore divorced iroITl the specific 

content of various appearcmces than the original law. 

HegeL however, sees this forITlalisn'l as a neccssary step 

in the dialectic. F01' instance, he says of Newton! s universal law of 

ath'action, Ilit is directed against that u.nthinkin.g way of representing 

J."0ality, to ,-vhich everything appear f) in the shape of ~ccident and 

chance. !19 The problem. with abstract laws is that they leave ITlore 

specific appe,u:ancG's lD.nexplained. For instance a ITlecb.anistic treatnJ.ent 

of biology leaves certain aspectE; of life unexplained. The abstract laws 

of chenl.istry ctJ~e inadequate for biology. By abstractjng itself fronl. 

spec:i:lic: appearances {,he u:o.iversallaw no longer detCrID.:i.nes them.; it no 

1 "[l·c c· . tJ1."" P''''''''ose of a 18'''7 J. e l·t no l'C)·_I".'.rre'.'. ~cJ.·'i"es +0 UD.U·.r.V ong(~1" S<.: ".;11e8 ... <~ v.J..1' ';.. c.vq... ~ ., - \ ~ ; 
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appearances. Dialectically this Dl.eansthat the universal law has negated 

the diversity of appearances. This lueans that the universal law takes 

up within itseJi the d:tverse laws. 

In contrast to the fir st InOluent where the lav:,r and the 

appearances were cl<Dsely identified, the second luore abstract law 

expresses the relatianship between eleIneni:s that arc external to each 

other. For instance" in the law of Inotion the two terInS space and t:iIne 

have nothing in C0IT11TIOn .. To be a fonual1aw, the parts must be 

external to each other; the reason being that the universal law has 

negated and incorporated into itself unrelated laws. Hegel SUInS up 

this state of affair s a.s follows: 

Either the univer sal force, is indifferent to the 
division into parts, which is foun~ in the law, or else 
the distinctions, the parts of law·, are :indifferent to 
one another. 10 

Heger s reference he}j'e is to the two exan'lples he has given of the law of 

electricity and the law of InotiOl1.. In the first case the law is indjfferent. 

It docs not specify whiy there Inust be both negative and positive charge. 

/ 

In the second case space and tin'le ar e two concepts external to each other. 

The distinct e1crnents within the fornJ.al law are not caused by the law 

itself. 

Consciousness does not wish to breaJ..c up tJ.1.e !!cb.angeless 

unity!! of th(~ object in the super-sensible world and consequently regards 

this d:iffel:ence bchveen the un:iver sal 13.';\1" and its partkulal" JJ:lanifestations 
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11 
as a distinction which only exists in t.hought, not in the object itself. 

This denial constitutes an attempt to arrive at an explanation that will 

elimjnate the distinctions. In fact" this negation of diver sity situates 

the change in the changeless object of the beyond. Consciousness is 

repeating the same process that it carried out in "Perception": where 

it located the OppOShlg mom.ents within the object itself. 

The probl!em for consciousness is to find a law which in its 

expres sion eliminate s the distinctions. Hegel states: 

This force is then so constituted that, when it 
finds expression opposite electrical discharges 
appear, and these again disappear into one another. 
In other \X,!;ords force has the same constitution as 
the law. 12, 

In an atternpt to preserve the unity of the object consciousness goes back 

to the appearances to establish a unity at that point. The result of this 

is a law tll.at j.s neither indifferent to 01' different from its expression. 

This result gets Hegel's s'cam.p of approval. It rneans that appearances 

can now be r(:;lated internally rather than having to be grouped together 

in som.e external fa8hio11. by an abstract law. As in the example of space 

and time, it is Hegel's ideal to express tb.e internal relationship bet'Vveen 

seemj,ngly diverse appearances. Also it indicates Hegel's preference 

for Leibniz over poor Newton. 

In spirit tJn.is di:21,lectical m.ovement rep:ccsents the histol'ical 

n'love horn Plato to AJ!'isi:otle, For Plato, particular appearances 

participate only imperfectly in the :forlY1S, wherens for Aristotle the 
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particular appearances wer e not d:iiierent froITl the univer sal. One 

iITlportant aspect of b<bth Al'istotle l sand Hege11 s teleolog:i.cal pb.ilosophy 

is to develop relation.s internally. The drive for unity contains the seeds 

of its own destruction.. In response to this drive consciousness created 

a supersensible world of the real to satisfy the desire for unity. The 

sam.e drive dictated the destruction of this supersensible world. The 

law of the supersensilble world is no longer distinct frOln the world of 

appearances. Except in ~he case of his conception of God, this result 

shows why Aristotle had no need for a transcendent reality to explain 

l'ationality in appearances. 

VIe have S1cen how the interaction between a nontel:o.poral 

realm. and the world o:f flux has corrupted this supersensible world. 

Interaction if:; iITlpossjjble without the forn1.s turning into their opposite. 

If the fornls as abstra~ct laws keep their pure unity then they do not 

fuHiJl the purpose for wh:i.ch th.ey were originally devised, 1. e. to 

deter:mine the appearances. The new world is a world of perITlanent 

change. The supersensibJ.e world continuously cancels one state after ... 

another to becolne som.ething else. Vie have moved fl'OD1. Pannenides to 

Heraclitus. Before Incdiation a change was in appearance, while identity 

resided in the super sensible world;. navy change and perrnancnce are "I:V;TO 

sides of tJ"!.e same co:i.l1 of the supersensj.ble I'ealm.. With the realization 

of this new PJ:inciple of the beyoDd, consciousness nO\\I sees every 

13 
change in appearance as an. expl'ession ef a law of t11.C beyond. Everything 

McMASTER UNIVERSity 1.16~AR.l 
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is sOl1l.ething in order that it may beeoIne sornething else. This state is 

the exact opposite of the fir st stage in 115e11se- certainty". There, 

change was regarded as a total negation of the im.m.ediate object, whereas 
I 
I at this stage change, what an object is becorning, constitutes the essence 

of what it is. This is what Hegel DJ.eans when he states that there is no 

"sel£- existence ll but only total Ilbeing for another!!. Instead of trying 

to avoid change the object seeks it out as a completion of its real nature. 

The world of appearamce has inco.rporated into itself its o"Vvn unifying 

object or law, which :!represents its goal or end. The inverted world, 

i. e. the ',vorld of appearance, is both a negation of the world beyond 

and at the sanl.e time is the same as this other world and internally 

/ 

related to it.' This new object, i. e. a series of appearances, has 

internalized its own unity,. which ill.eans it negates its pl<esent .position 

because it realizes it$ 0'17n essence has not. achieved true expression in 

this present position. The object 1'1.0 longer takes what it im.rnediately 

is as its truth, but rather regards the irn.mediate state as'a negation of 

what it truly is. Thu$, tJw obje(:.t hop_es thzd; by. negating its present 

state it will becom.e its true selL The :n.ega'lion of the in-nncdiate, OJ: what 

the object is not, con$titutes a double ncga.tion OJ:' se1£- detennination. 

The object is no longer tb.l·eatened by cbange or by the environ:rnent .. but 

rather takes itself to be identical. to its env'iron:r:nenL, ImJ.necUac:y is now 

the threat. This I!being totally for a.nother!1 is what I-legel cans the 

Ill" ""J .r.J"flI14: u .... b.r:o.ate pru.\Clp.e 0.( J.:.0 • Tb.e o~cg;:ulis:m. nov;' h<38 jts s(~li before it 
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as a purpose or goal which it m.ust attain by overcorning interm.ediary 

stages. The imD.'lediate stage or present has only a negative significance. 

The new section, "Self_· consciousness", which develops out 

of this elnbodies the exact opposite attitude to that which consciousness 

has taken. At this juncture Hegel argues against those who make m.uch of 

the principle of identity. Hegel shows how Kant's category of Totality 

can be given an organ:iJc interpretation in which identity is not sOlllething 

we start with but rath¢r a· result of ~ediation or the cOD.'lplete developrnent 

of the organisrn. 

At this sta.ge unity stands before the organislll as a blueprint 

for its developm.ent. Consciousness now has before it an object that 

explicitly expresses the principle of self-movem.ent. The alien environ

n'lent or negative has been taken up by the object as its true na~UJ:,e. At 

an earlier poi.nt the object was seen as independent of consciousnes s, 

but this 'being-. per- se I is now a distinction which has been posited and 

cancelled by consciousne ss. In this new stage se1£- consciousnes s 

disthlguishes itself frorn the object but at the saD.l.e ti.me cancels this 

distinction. This object of experience is both independeDt of me and 

not independent of xne. Self·· consciousnes s ta};:es the independent l"eality 

of the object to be untruth and what is "for consciousness" to be truth. 

Even cows eating gl"aSS realize this principle. But alas, II S elf .. consciousness 'l 

will real.ize the opposite, that, in fact, the object l s independence is the 

tl"i.1.th, 



CHAPTER VIII 

CGnclusion 

In the conclusion I would like to discuss the relationship 

of Hegel's theory of objectivity and criticisln of formali;m. to certain 

aspects of the thought of Danvin, M~arx and Freud. 

Hegel's evolutionary theory differ s froIn. scientific theories 

such as Darwin's in o11e important respect. Darwin explains each new 

species in tel'lns of its previous states, but the weaknes s in Darwin's 

theory lies in his failure to account for lTlissing links between the 

inorganic, organic and nJind. In Hegel'f; evolutionary process each 

new stage is not wholly explainecl in tenns of past stages. Higher 

form.s are not cOluplet:e1y explained in tenn's of lower ones. Each 

new stage of the dialectic clelnands its own historical analysis. 

Since each new object has tal<:en past processes up into itself, it 

has effectively isolated itself from. its o"\"n past." An'~bject issues 

out of its past, but at the san"lC til-ne is free of that past. As we have 

seen, the more natural an object is the less this is the case. Thus 

we can say that Darwinian evolution is a special sub- cIa s s of the rn.Ol C 

general HegeJ~ian theol~y, 

J.03 
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Beg el. ha s developed a dialectical method which differ s 

from Kant's transcendental method. In I-Iegel, a new object, different 

frorn tll.e original object one started out to determ.ine, arises in the 

process oianalysis. The 'Forr:n.' oithe PhenoD.1.enologi.. is seen as 

a necessary one in which knowledge n1.akes a series of appearances. 

The final appearance is absolute knowledge, a knowledge which has 

incorporated all previ!ous appearances and the necessary iorm of 

the Pheno!·nenology: .. In one respect J.t is just one more appearance, 

but in another it is a negation of appearances. It DO longer jostles 

with the contimgency of opposing appearances~ it is pure thought 

which implies that any product of it will be a return to the starting 

point. 1 "Absolute Knowledge" can be viewed as a new object that 

has cut itseJi off from. its past i. e. ·the Phenornenol~~~_1v1i~1_c!, and 

entered a new world L e. the Science_ of~;ic_. Presented as a new 

object, Absolute KnoYJ"ledge dernands dialectical analyses of the 

specific mODJ.ents of its developrnent. This is the form. developed 

1:7:l 

deductions fror:n a principle - deductiOJ.1.S 

that never go beyond the original starting point. 2 "Absolute Knowledge'l 

is the negation of "appearances ll
, In like manner the end of IILogic ll 

, 
is "Nature" "\vhich negates pute thought. Next, "SpiI'itlI ioHows as 
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the negation of "Nature ", Thus we can say that Hegel's "systern Ii 

evolves out of the applicatian of a rnethod. This interpretation of 

Hegel's system is the clas sical ane and. a gaod starting point for 

further investigations .. 

If Dialecb.lc s is really an important and true principle, 

then it must be clearly shown that objects indeed have a tendency 

to take up their past a.s parts of them.selves. We have looked at 

three of the rnany exam.ples which Hegel has given us: Sense-certainty, 

Perception, and l"orce. To. a certain extent each of these finite 

stages has incarporated its past if only in an abstract way. In the 

lowly world of space, a change of place is really no change at all 

since each space is the same as every other. At higher levelE: 

change involves m.ore qualitative readjustrnents. Each phase in 

the Pben~menology' was only a partial descriptian af the object. 

Parts of the real object were seen to be alien to it. 

The abject is, then, partly hnmediate 
existence, a thing in genel<al - corresponding 
to ilnnl.ediate consci01,lsness; partly an alteration 
of itself; its relatednes;s or (ex;istence-foJ:-
another and existence-- fo1'- itself) determ.inatenes s -
corresponding to Perception; partly essential 
being or i:tD. the form. of a unive:t: sal - corl'espondirJ.g 
to. undel' standing. 3 

Each represents a part of the real object, but as long as consciousness 

only sees part, the object is unable to n1.aintain. itself il:l its true nature. 
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All these isolated parts are es sential to a unity. 

Kant's purpose was to show the synthesizing activity of 

mind Ylhich brings these separate aspects together. Perhaps in 

Kant, but more explicitly in Hegel these parts are shown, in fact, 

to be internally related; not forced into an arbitrary cOlnbination. 4 

An atom, to satisfy its need for a certain nUlnber of electrons in its 

outer orbit vlill com.bine with other atom.s. The consequence of this 

action is a ne'vv object i. e', the Inolecule, witb. its own peculiar 

problems. It is Hegel's purpose to demonstrate the need for unity 

within the elen"lents theluselves. Higher levels of consciousnes s are 

not in conflict with lower ones but are cOlupatible, This is not to say 

there are no instance.$ of conflict h1.volved. An object only gives 

itself up to a greater whole when it sees this whole as a con"lpJ.etion . . 

of itself. The pri:mit:iJve object is exposed to a great deal of 

propoganda. Hegel's philosophy is one of reconciljation·· a promise 

of eventual harInony througb. conflict. 

Two great thinkers, Marx and Freud, op·erate \vithin the 

saIne frarncwork 3.S Hegel. In their separate fields each concei.\'-es 

his tas}z as one o:f finding a solution to a rJ1~oblem. whicb they talze to 

be caused by fornlalimu in the I-Iegelian sen~e. If we (;xan'l.inc l"rcud's 

or l'viarx's approach to the sick indivic1"nal and sick society respectively 

we shall see tJJeir att($n1.pt to develop an orga.nic unity out of a 

formalistic one. 
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Freud believed that instincts fonned the general response 

of the organisrn and that higher proc,esses were a s'uppression or 

specification of partic'l.l.lar responses in ruuch tJ:.e same way as spa,ce 

and time fon:.n an abstract background for the Inove towards individual-

ization. Thi:3 conception of some fonn of suppression would seem to 

indicate that Marx and Freud were operating in a formalistic framework. 

For Hegel once a m.onllent has com.pleted its individualizing proces s 

i.e. becom.e a thing-im.-itselJ: it is taken up as a passive element in a 

highel' mon'1ent of subjectivity, satisfying itself within a limited sphere. 

It is quite possible that a InOlJ.'"l.ent "vill not coro.plete itself, and if this 

occurs, Hegel is in total agreem.ent with Freud and Marx as to the 

cure. Theories of psychoanalysis and revolution both l1"l.aintain that 

n'1ere intellectual a.'vVal'eness of the 'suppressive state is not enough 

to el.iminate that state. The prilnitive state m.ust develop itself 

according to its o'wn pbncipJ.es. Both Freud and Marx were dead 

set against any superficial cures and clem.anded a restructuring at 

the roots. The difference between a psychoa.nalyst 0';" revolutionary 

and a philosopher is tlD.at while the £o1'n'1er group tries to kill the 

past, the philosopher Cllready finds it dead. I-leo' el is very lY1Uch v • 

opposed to this sequestering of lO'iver instincts. As Hc;ge1. states in 

"Unhappy Consd.01JSneJsS 'J with grc;:"t psychological 2,Cl.nnen: 

Tbese latter (Hegel here is :teferrin:.~ to 
lower instincts) instead of being pel'fon::nr.,cJ. 
unconsciously and nahn(1,lly a.s son"lctbilJe 
which, pe:t se, is of 110 significance, a.Dd 
can acquire no hnpQ]~ta.ncc and essential 



value for spirit theBe latter, since it is in them 
that the enemy is seen in his proper and peculiar 
shape, are rather an object of strenuous concern 
and serious occupation, and becOlne precisely 
the most iu.nportant consideration. Since, however, 
this enemy creates itself in its very defeat, 
consciousness, by giving the enemy a fixedness 
of being and of meaning instead of getting rid of 
him, really never gets away from him and finds 
itself constantly defiled. 5 

One should 'happi~y indulge and hope that there are son"le spiritual 

qualities left over. Ii not, nothing has been lost, 

For Freud higher human activities a1'e free to operate 

only by suppressing the activities of eros. As we have seen ill 

"Understanding" the denial of immediacy issu.es out of imrnediacy 

itself. 6 In studying albnorn"lal people Freud rnay have overstated 

the activity of suppresision. Those who take a llJ.ore O1:ganic 'view 

1. e. take their exam.p]cs froln norm.al organisn'ls, find not so m.uch 

suppression as a loss of utility of lower states. Kurt Goldstein 

expresses the holistic approach to this problem. as follows: 

The fact of the relnoval of former reactions 
is usually described as repression. I-Io\vever 
if one thinks of it only in tenns of II shoving away'! 
or splitting off, ... the denotation "repression" 
is not cO:1:JfecL .. The elilnination really takes 
place as th.e n'laturing organisn'l readapts itself 
to the envjJrOTh'.Yl.ent and gains a new pattern of which 
the phenornenon to be repressed actually is no 
longer a part, .. Yet, the, effects of fanner 
reactions ha'ile not been "forgotten" througb. 
repressiol1!.. Rather, they cannot be rerncr.ober:ed 
because t11.ley ar e no longe:c part of the attitudes 
of later li:iJe, and thor eiore cannot bec01n c 
e£fecti vo. l' 
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It would take a great (leal m.ore analysis but it may be that a 

Hegelian might be able to argue that Freud illegitin~ately 

gener.alized the formalistic state of leis neurotic patients to 

norn~al developrnent. The same ax gurn.cnt would stand against 

Marx who studied sod.eties where suppression was the order of 

the day, At the saIne time He gel would not disagree with their 

forn~alistic descJ:iptiOll1S, However we cannot pigeon-hole Marx 

and Fre·ud entirely withiIi. a form.alistic framework. Their criticisms 

and cures ene Hegeliam in nanue. Marx's approach to a solution 

for the elind.D.ation o:f. suppr es sion is surprisingly simila~(' to Freud's. 

Ivfarx attacks both Forrn.alism and Hegel. His attacks 

on Hegel are not against the dia,lectic but the supposed neglect of it. 

According to Marx, Hegel in many instances is :forn~a1istic, in that 

he glides over mOHle11.ts that a.ren't con~plete. Hegel is in too In-ncb. 

of a hu-t':cy to get to the spir itual. Marx's ada.rnant appeals to feed 

the body before the spirit, to take .first things .first and to be 

realistic (Clwist' s body m.a}ces a poor substitute for hread) are seen 

as essentially Hegelian in spirit. If on.e Inakes a clear distinction 

between the objectivity of philosophy and other disciplhles then the 

dHference betvveen Hegel and Marx bccorr-lGs much lees. ForrnaJ. 
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unity always precedes orgaJ.1ic UXlj.ty as we saVl in the !!understandingl
'. 

Hegel in agrce~men-t ""vith Freud and M.arx does not see the highcJ.· as 

supp:r.essing th.e lowcJr but the low'c:I: as t:cying to snpI'l.'csS or deny 
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higher relations. In the sam.e way naive consciousness wanted 

to stay in a state of im.rn.ediacy. These lower forms block progress 

,and have to be eliminate d. In a neurotic individual or state both 
i 
Marx and Freud see a ruling poweJ~ that has gained its power 

illegitimately. It has not reconciled the moments it supposedly 

rules and i.ts method cj)f governing is suppressive. The upper class 

(thought) neces sarily suppr es ses the lower clas ses (eros) jn order 

to m.aintain its realit")l" principle and not disintegrate. Where thought 

has developed internally from eros or rulers fron"l the ruled then 

suppression is not necessary. (The P~.~n~ol£gy is a great defense 

'-I 
of Den"locracy but uru<Drtunately v.b. ere Dernocracy succeeds it does 

away with itself.) However in the neurotic state the 10\ver classes 

are constantly threatening to emerge and SWaJ:np the ruling class. 

Both Marx and Freud hold off reconciliation to sOlD.ewhere 

in the future which is beyond the scope of Hegel's philosophy. Th.e 

necessity for form.alisrYl. and suppression is traced by these three 

rDen to a set of tenDS which to a certain extent ·are synonyrnous. 

For Hegel it is the st.ate of nature, insecurity and the fear of the 

self that it will disint<egrate. For M.arx it is scarcity and the unwillingness 

to share for feal' one's own seJf will lose out. For Frcud it is again a 

fear of destrLl.ction on. the pa.rt of an 1.1.ll.stCl .. blc ego. 

Hegel's hi.:fluence on Continenta.l philosophy 11.8.8 nevex' really· 

dwindled but in tlw Englisb. spealdtl.g "vorB there 110.·5 bE.;en a short reign 
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of Positivisrn which h<ll.S only just recently died. It.rnay then be 

helpful to rnention sOnile of its cd.tic:ism.s of Hegel in the light of 

what we have seen in the previous pages. 

Consciousness, as 'NC have described it, has the ability 

to posit reality, the negation of that reality and the relation between 

them. Consciousness embodies in Hself the absolute or organic 

whole. At the beginning of the Phel~~~log:y consciousness did 

not see these 111.0m.ents as internally connected, at; essential parts 

of the object. Accor ding to Hegel we can reject the fact that knowledge 

must be imIllediate and!. inl1nutable and at the SaIne time posit thi:3 

ilnlnediacy as a paxt of the truth of the object. In taking the vic,"" 

that there is a plurality of independent facts one does not conden.l:tl 

organic logic: as Inuc:h as one ignores it. Part of the lOI'ce of atom.isYlJ. 

was its appeal to shnple facts. Objects of perception, tirne and space 

were real and not n1.ere chim.eras. The fact is that the idealists 

never clailYled these abstractions to be illusions. Ill. criticizbg 

the r.nathematical attitude Hegel docs not say the n1.athcrnatician :is 

creat.ing myths but that he is giving only a partial picture of things. 

If OJ1C keeps this in rnhl.d silly questions like the one Russell raises, 

in his History 0:[ Philo$ophy wouldn l i: arise: 

... , .... how could knowledge ever begin? ... 
If all kno'wJledge were a };:no\y-J.edge of the universe 
as a v/hole" there would be 110 b:wv;rlec1ge. 8 
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In the Phenomenology each step represents a par·tial detennination of 

the object. Consciousness takes the object to be complete; this is a 

necessary aspect of dialectic. Unless one takes an object as cOlTIplete 

with fully defined bOUc'1ldaries it is ilTIpossible to negate it. Hegel in 

the Encyclopedia uses the example of the earthl s system, as an 

absolute system meaning that it is self-contained and generates itself. 9 

One could then easily argue with hin1. to show that the earth isnlt an 

autonOlTIOUS systen1.. One m.ust tab~ the solar system into account. 

One can do this however only after the eal,th's system. has been defined 

in som.e way. In denying this abstract system one does not deny its 

irnportance in the deve;loplTIent of a truer sy stern. Hegelian analysis 

always gives the object an original freedoD:"l as an atOlTIic fact. But 

where he differs from. the atOI"nist is in clailning that the parts one 

brings together are nat true atoms in that they have gained their 

definite b01.1ndaries by contact with other s. Atornism. make s the mistake 

of taking a part in iso]ati.on that is really the product of a systeln. It 

is not necessary to refute an organ:i.c logic to explail1, pluralistic 

phenoD1.ena. Kantl s categories for the possibility of any experience 

were incorporated into the Hegelian logic. The fact that m.an Imows 

anything at all is due to his lilYlited and stable structu:i:'e. 

Plato is orile of his letters warns us against the rn-isinter-

pretation put on one I s .philosophy b·y the rabble. 



It is a: very great safegu.ard to learn by 
heart instead of writing. It is impossible 
for what is; written not to be disclosed. 10 

Perhaps Hegel has written a philosophy which in its freedom. escapes 

any condexnnations by the ignorant reader. 

,.-. 
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